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Abstract

Sediment-related disasters caused by localized torrential downpours, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, etc. occur frequently every year, and they account for nearly half of the total human casualties from natural disasters. A sediment-related disaster is not as large as an earthquake, flood, storm surge or tsunami, but its threat to human lives is very high because it can occur at multiple locations simultaneously. The occurrence of sediment-related disasters, such as debris flows, landslides, and slope failures have been increasing every year due to the various impacts of surface water flows. These flows are caused by glacier melting and heavy rainfall due to the changing global climate and environment (i.e. global warming), as well as urbanization (paving a road with asphalt), rapid forest development in mountainous areas (deforestation), increasing population density, and so on. Furthermore, these disasters frequently lead to the large-scale destruction of infrastructures or individual properties and cause psychological harm or human death (or physical harm). However, we are dealing with natural disasters, and humans cannot always control natural disasters. Therefore, it is important to mitigate damage by establishing effective structural and non-structural measures.

Sabot dams (structural measures) are one of the effective structural countermeasures for debris flow control. In recent years, many researchers have been carrying out experiments regarding the efficient function of sabot dams, which have a great impact on the ecology and landscape. Such dams are also surcharged with the impulsive forces of the debris flow, as the typical feature of the longitudinal section of a debris flow shows that the front part of the flow is very important and complex where there is an accumulation of large boulders. It is important to control or dampen the energy of the front part of a debris flow for the safety of the downstream area because the destructive power of a debris flow is much greater than that of the clear fluid. Therefore, in order to reduce the sediment-related disaster caused by debris flows, it is necessary to investigate the mechanism of debris flows regarding various sabot dams.

This dissertation aims to characterize the type of permeable dam regarding the change in pore water pressure and flow patterns by debris-flow breaker, identifying the underlying processes and mechanisms, and developing numerical models to simulate the dynamic feedback process. In addition, a new, closed-type, impermeable sabot dam with a flap is proposed and identifies the underlying processes and mechanisms to reduce the coarser particle of debris flows through the experimental study. Under these objectives, this research concentrates on the flow pattern, travel length of debris, impact force and deposition process due to the various
shapes of a sabo dam.

The main function of a debris-flow breaker is effectively stopping a debris flow front part. These structures have an advantage not only to dampen the energy of the frontal part of a debris flow, but also to create a suitable narrow or wider area that is cost-efficient, simply designed, and easily repaired and maintained. However, the mechanism of the debris-flow breaker has not been explained clearly yet by the researchers. Therefore, in this study, to clarify the mechanism of these structures, fundamental experiment and numerical simulation are conducted to investigate the characteristics of the breaker. The experiments were carried out in the fixed bed condition, in which the debris flow depositions (due to the change in pore water pressure at the debris-flow breaker) were analyzed. A numerical simulation for debris-flow breaker was developed and analyzed the mechanism and interaction between the opening and blocking areas of breaker. The simulated results of the travel length and the deposit thickness are in good agreement with the experimental results. In addition, the ranges of the debris-flow breaker parameters such as opening and blocking sizes for the design of structural elements of debris-flow breaker are evaluated.

The objectives of this study are to analyze the function of the proposed closed-type dam with flap, then to compare the vertical pressure distribution with other types of available dams, and finally, to determine the empirical coefficients of the hydrodynamic and solid collision model. Laboratory experiments were conducted to analyze the improved functions of the proposed dam. In the experiments, the total pressure associated with major debris flows was recorded in real time by a system consisting of four dynamic pressure sensors installed on different types of dams. The results from experimental data clearly show that the closed-flap dam has advantages of capturing the front of debris flow with large boulders and effectively controlling the total pressure due to reflection compared to a closed-type dam without a flap. Furthermore, the empirical coefficients of hydrodynamic and solid collision models were proposed and compared with available coefficients.

*Keywords:* debris flow, structural measure, debris-flow breaker, flap structure
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 General

Sediment-related disasters caused by localized torrential downpours, earthquakes, volcanic eruption, and so on occur frequently every year, and they account for nearly half of the total human casualties from natural disasters. A sediment disaster is not as large as an earthquake, flood, storm surge or tsunami, but its threat to human lives is very high because it can occur at multiple locations simultaneously (Kim et al. 2013a, 2013b). The occurrence of sediment-related disasters, i.e., debris flow, landslide, and slope failure have been increasing every year due to the various impacts of surface water flows. These flows are caused by glacier melting and heavy rainfall due to the changing global climate and environment (i.e. global warming) as well as urbanization (e.g., paving a road with asphalt), rapid forest development in mountainous areas (e.g., deforestation), increasing population density and so on. Furthermore, these disasters frequently lead to the large-scale destruction of infrastructure or individual properties and cause psychological harm or human death (or physical harm). However, we are dealing with natural disasters, and humans cannot always control natural disasters.

Debris flow is one of the oldest sediment disasters in the world. The definition of debris flows has already been mentioned by many previous researchers. One clear definition is that of Takahashi (2007): Debris flow is a mixture sediment and water flowing as if it was a continuous fluid driven by gravity, and it attains great mobility due to the enlarged void space saturated with water or slurry. Likewise, debris flow is composed of many types of sediment, including
large boulders (i.e. debris), wood, water, and so on. Debris flow occur when masses of poorly sorted sediment, agitated and saturated with water, surge down a slope in response to gravitational attraction (Iverson et al. 1997). Therefore, it usually begins from the upstream in a mountainous area. Photo 1.1 shows a debris flow event in Caraballeda, Venezuela in December 1999 caused by heavy rainfall. Debris flow scars along Quebrada San Julián; Rio Naiguatá drains across an alluvial fan in a newly widened channel at Naiguatá. Photos 1.2 and 1.3 illustrate a slope failure and a landslide disaster which occurred in Japan.

One of the important characteristics of debris flow is its high velocity (i.e. the speed gradually increases due to the gravity and steep bed slope) in comparison to other types of fluid, as well as the front part of the flow where large boulders accumulate, lasting for a few seconds, and the following part, which lasts longer and looks like a mud flow with gradually decreasing discharge. In addition to causing significant morphological changes along riverbeds and mountain slopes, these flows are frequently reported to have brought about extensive property damage and loss of life (Takahashi 1991, Hunt 1994, Huang and Garcia 1997, Nakagawa et al. 2002a, Shrestha et al. 2008, and Kim et al. 2012a, 2012b). Furthermore, they lead to variation of surface condition (i.e. erosion or deposition) when the mass of earth debris and other materials are transported by floods downstream. Debris flow can be classified into three types (i.e. stony debris flow, turbulent-mud type debris flow, and viscous debris flow).

Okuda et al. (1977) from DPRI (Disaster Prevention Research Institute of Kyoto University, Japan) succeeded in taking photos of debris flow occurring at Kamikamihorizawa, Nagano

(Photo Courtesy: USGS, December, 1999)

Photo 1.1 Debris flow event at Caraballeda, Venezuela
Prefecture, Japan in 1976. This research confirmed that in stony debris flow the biggest stones accumulate at the front part and the forefront contains little water. Turbulent-mud debris flow, even though it contains many large boulders, is mainly comprised of fine ash, and the behaviours of the flow are different from those of stony debris flow. Viscous debris flow is defined as the flow of a dispersion of coarser particles in a dense slurry, the concentration of coarser particles in the slurry is more than 50 % by volume (Takahashi 2007). The characteristics of debris flow differ largely depending on the type, size and sediment concentration that they contain. Nakagawa et al. (2003) determined that the criteria for each type depend on the equilibrium of sediment concentration with the slope of surface flow. The three types of debris flow are shown in Photo 1.4.

(Photo Courtesy: MLIT, Japan, July, 1997)

Photo 1.2 Slope failure event at Minamata, Kumamoto Prefecture, Japan

(Photograph by: Yeonjoong KIM, June 2012)

Photo 1.3 Deep-seated Landslide event at Mt. Akatani, Nara Prefecture, Japan
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(a) Stony debris flow (source: Okuda et al, 1977)

(b) Mud debris flow (Photo Courtesy: MLIT, Japan, July 2-3, 1985)

(c) Viscous debris flow (source: http://www.dpri.kyoto-u.ac.jp)

Photo 1.4 Types of debris flow
The phenomenon of debris flow as the agent which forms alluvial cones in the mouths of mountain canyons has attracted the attention of physiography for more than a century. This is a phenomenon in which soil and boulders on a hillside or in a riverbed are carried downward quickly under the influence of prolonged or torrential rainfall. Although the flow velocity differs depending on the scale of debris flow, it sometimes exceeds several m/sec, thereby destroying homes and farmland in an instant. Debris flows are also of concern to engineers who are responsible for human life and property. Although various kinds of countermeasures have been invented, debris flow is still one of the most threatening natural phenomena in some regions of the world (Takahashi 1981). Usually we have a general idea that debris flow disasters occur in high mountainous areas, far away from modern cities. However, recently such disasters have occurred at multiple locations simultaneously between high mountainous areas and low mountain areas in urban areas. The debris flow disaster that occurred at Mt. Umeyon in downtown Seoul, Korea in 2011 is shown in Photo 1.5. Therefore, understanding the phenomenon and mechanism of debris flow is very important in order to manage sediment disasters in river basins and prevent downstream hazards by establishing various effective preventative measures.

In Japan, 54% of the total human casualties and persons missing on account of natural disasters during the 31-year period from 1967 to 1997 were due to sediment disasters alone. In the case of sediment disasters, it is very difficult to implement preventive works at every location, because such locations would be virtually countless. In addition, we have general knowledge that debris flow disasters occur in high mountainous areas, far away from modern

![Photo courtesy: ohmynews)
Photo 1.5 Debris flow disaster event at Mt. Umeyon in downtown Seoul](image)
cities. Thus, sabo structures have been installed to prevent damages in mountainous areas. However, a total of 12.1 million people are threatened by sediment-related disasters in Japan. Thus, the introduction of progressive technology is needed for preventive measures. However, debris flow can occur at multiple locations simultaneously between high mountainous areas and low mountain area in urban areas. Therefore, it is important to mitigate damage by establishing effective structural and non-structural measures. Figure 1.1 shows the number of occurrences of debris flow, landslide and slope failure disasters from 1991 to 2012 in Japan. Figure 1.2 shows the death toll due to sediment-related disasters from 2004 to 2011.

Figure 1.1 Number of sediment-related disasters (Data source: MLIT, Japan)

Figure 1.2 Death toll due to sediment-related disasters (Data source: MLIT, Japan)
Every year, nearly 1,000 sediment-related disasters occur. Relatively few occurrences of debris flow disasters are recorded i.e., an average of about 194 (19 % of the total number) sediment disasters. But if debris flow occurs, the potential for damage is huge i.e., an average of 15 human deaths (56 % of the average death toll). Therefore, debris flow disasters are more life-threatening than other sediment-related disasters.

1.2 Types of Debris flow

Debris flow occurs in a variety of forms depending on the conditions of the site and the factors contributing to their occurrence. A number of types by contributing factors have been published by Ikeya (1989), Nakagawa et al. (2002a), Takahashi (2007), Shrestha (2009) and others. Debris flow can be divided into various types by the contributing factors.

- **Sediment gradient**: This type occurs if the accumulated sediment concentration in a river bed exceeds the gradient made by the bed load transport of sediment.
- **Slope failure**: This type of debris flow occurs due to the failure of a slope directly.
- **Natural dam collapse**: This type occurs due to the collapse of a natural dam formed by landslides in a river or stream.
- **Landslide**: This type occurs due to the liquefaction of soils.
- **Volcanic activity**: This type occurs due to volcanic activity or volcano-induced earthquakes and consists of fine-grained rapidly flowing debris.
- **Avalanche**: This is a rapid flow of snow down a slope. These are typically triggered in a starting zone by a mechanical failure in the snowpack when the forces on the snow exceed its strength but sometimes only with gradual widening. These flows move downstream with boulders or debris and then gradually develop into debris flow.

1.3 Preventive Measures for Debris Flow

Natural disasters can strike without notice at any time anywhere. Today, advances in science and technology have brought us many benefits for mitigating the damage. However, they still require development because it is impossible to protect from the all disasters by means of countermeasures. However, we can minimize the risk of damages using structural and non-structural measures.
Countermeasures designed to mitigate debris flow disasters can be classified as structural (i.e. hard countermeasure) and non-structural (i.e. soft countermeasure) measures. In Europe, Japan, the U.S.A., South Korea and other countries, structural and non-structural measures have been widely used for mitigation of sediment related disasters. Sabo dams (i.e. check dams) are commonly used and are the most effective structural measure for protecting properties and lives from sediment-related disasters. The concept of the sabo dam proposed about 70 years ago in Japan and was discussed based on qualitative recognition (Nishimoto 2011). In mountain areas, where debris torrents might have catastrophic and dramatic impact, check dams (i.e. called debris dams or Sabo dams) can be used to reduce the impact torrents (Chanson 2004). Sediment-related disasters occur in a very extensive area from a headwater area to downstream cities. Events like the ones which occurred in Mie prefecture, Japan in September 2012 demonstrate the effectiveness of a sabo structure in mitigating the damage in downstream area (outlined by the yellow dotted line) as shown in Photo 1.6. But it sometimes is counterproductive for the ecosystem or the equilibrium of sediment mass. Therefore we must structural measures effectively. The literal translation of sabo in Japanese is sand arrestation, sand erosion control or sediment control.
As mentioned above, in order to protect people and properties from sediment-related disasters, two types of preventive measures are taken; structural measures such as check dams, sabo structures, levees, training channels, and so on; and non-structural measures such as warning and evacuation systems and restricting and controlling new residential land development in areas vulnerable to sediment-related disasters.

1) Structural measures

Many researchers have tried to improve structural measures for mitigating damages through field observations, laboratory experiments and numerical simulation. Structural measures can be classified into two types: those in areas where debris flows occur and those in areas subject to such flow and deposition (Mizuyama 2008). To judge the optimal types of structural measures, an understanding of the behaviour and mechanism of debris flow is needed because the characteristics of debris flow can change depending on the geographic environment of the event zone, types of debris flow and contributing factors.

In general, debris flow control structures can be divided into two basic types: open and closed. Open control structures are designed primarily to constrain the flow of a channelized debris flow; closed control structures are designed primarily to contain a channelized debris flow. The features of both types are described briefly below.

Sabo dams are one of the most effective structural measures for the debris flow. Sabo structures are designed to stop the occurrence of debris flow. But a single structure cannot capture all of the debris from one event. The debris capture capacity of one sabo structure is very small in comparison to the total volume of debris flow. But these structures are active

![Closed dam (typical type) in France](http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File)

![Closed dam (typical type) in Japan](http://staff.civil.uq.edu.au)

Photo 1.7 Closed dam
debris flow mitigation measures which may affect the initiation, transport, or deposition of debris flows and can therefore change the event’s magnitude and frequency characteristics. The term debris flow dam is used to describe both consolidation dams and sediment retention structures. The former is generally a closed type structure as shown in Photo 1.7. It is designed to elevate the torrent bed, to fix and to stabilize the bottom profile, and primarily to contain a channelized debris flow. The latter type of structure is commonly an open structure (e.g., grid dam, beam dam, slit dam, ring net, debris-flow breaker and so on) designed to trap medium to large size debris (e.g., rocks, boulders, driftwood, debris and so on).

The open type of dam allows harmless sediment to flow downstream normally, thereby preventing riverside and coast erosion. In the case of floods, it controls downstream hazardous

![Slit dam (open type) at Mt. Fuji, Japan](http://staff.civil.uq.edu.au/h.chanson/sabo.html)

**Photo 1.8**

(a) Front view  
(b) Top view  
(Source: [http://staff.civil.uq.edu.au/h.chanson/sabo.html](http://staff.civil.uq.edu.au/h.chanson/sabo.html))

![Grid (permeable structure) dams](http://www.hkbs.co.kr)

**(a) Tubular grid dam at Gifu Prefecture, Japan**  
**(b) Screen dam at Gangwon-do, Korea**  
(Source: [http://www.hkbs.co.kr](http://www.hkbs.co.kr))

**Photo 1.9**

(a) Tubular grid dam at Gifu Prefecture, Japan  
(b) Screen dam at Gangwon-do, Korea  
(Shrestha et al. 2008)
sediment in the same manner as ordinary sabo dams. Some slits in a dam can function as fish
ways, aiming at harmony with the ecosystem. In particular, open type check dams such as grid
or slit type check dams are being adopted more often for debris flow control because they are
more compatible with the natural environment than the conventional wall-like closed type dams
(Mizuyama and Mizuno 1997). But it is necessary to accurately estimate the hydrograph of
debris flow or the debris flow discharge passing rate according to the configuration of structures.
Photo 1.8 shows a slit dam on the western slope of Mt. Fuji, Japan. The system includes a flat,
wide flood plain area to store large material and a slit check dam downstream. The slit check
dam is 104 m wide and 7 m high; photo (a) shows the front view, and photo (b) shows the view
from the right bank on 1 Nov. 2001.
Permeable structure dams are designed to trap small to medium-sized debris. Photo 1.9 shows tubular grid dams and screen dams as permeable structure; photo (a) shows tubular grid dams constructed to prevent downstream sediment disasters due to debris flow at the Hirayu River, Gifu Prefecture, Japan, while photo (b) shows a screen (or beam) dam in Gangwon-do, Korea. Photo 1.10 shows drain-off water structures. These structures have advantages compared to traditional concrete structures in that they are light, flexible and easily installed, as well as cost-efficient, simply designed, and easily repaired and maintained. Photo (a) shows a flexible ring net barrier, and photo (b) shows a debris-flow breaker in the Kamikami-Horisawa Valley of Mt. Yakedake, Japan. In addition, various types of structures are being used to protect people and properties from debris flow disasters. Photo 1.11 shows a series of sabo dams (combination type). These plans should consider the relationships between the location of each dam, the capacity of sediment volume, and other parameters. Therefore, selecting types and arrangement of dams, one should consider the function of each dam carefully.

The function of a sabo dam is to temporarily store excess sediment in the upstream pocket of the sabo dam and reduce the discharge safely. In general, the objectives of sabo training may be summarized as:

- To capture flowing sediment. The river bed rises as the flowing sediment is captured.
- To secure the ridges of mountains and prevent the hillside from collapsing due to the rising river bed.
- To lessen the slope of the river bed and prevent erosion of river beds and banks.
- To prevent the movement of unstable sediment accumulated on the river bed.
- After the sabo dam is filled up, it functions as a sediment runoff control facility.

Figure 1.3 Functions of a sabo dam
Figure 1.3 shows the various functions of a sabo dam (MLIT 2011). The capacity of a sabo dam to control sediment is determined by the sediment storage capacity between the stable slope and the temporary slope of accumulated sediments. In recent years, there have been a lot of research on the efficient functioning of sabo dams, and it is still very much a work in progress. If newer sabo dams are designed, they will capture the sediment discharge from debris flow more effectively. Therefore, we should continue to strive to mitigate damages.

2) Non-structural measures

To establish so-called non-structural or soft countermeasures for debris flow hazards, it is essential to delineate the hazardous zone for a potential debris flow at the debouchment of a ravine. Because the natural and man-made features of the areas and the scale and properties of debris flows are different from place to place, data from actual experiences sometimes contribute to the issues (Takahashi and Tsujimoto 1984).

Preventing the occurrence of disasters by controlling the mechanical and incidental factors through the installation of structural works is the most basic approach to disaster prevention. However, the rage of nature sometimes strikes unexpectedly. Because it is extremely difficult to determine the disaster site and the occurrence time in advance, complete prevention of sediment disasters is virtually impossible even today, when society has access to highly advanced technologies. Structural measures are very useful for mitigating the damages, but they cannot protect from all damages resulting from sediment-related disasters. Therefore, we try to make effective use of structural and non-structural measures to mitigate the damages wisely. But the non-structural measures are not built in a day, so we must recognize the importance of disaster prevention in our lives and pay close attention to the messages from previous disasters.

Figure 1.4 Warning and evacuation system (MLIT, Japan)
There are three types of non-structural measures against sediment disasters: (i) development of warning and evacuation systems, (ii) restriction of land use in areas at risk for sediment disasters, (iii) preparation and publication of hazard maps with public involvement (MLIT 2004). A sediment disaster warning and evacuation system must be based on monitoring and observation of sediment disasters or rainfall forecasts. Figure 1.4 shows examples of the operation of a sediment disaster warning and evacuation system. In order to operate warning and evacuation systems, it is necessary to build the staffing and organization required for collecting sediment disaster information and carrying out the suitable operation.

Natural hazard has been defined as the probability of occurrence of a potentially damaging phenomenon within a specified period of time and within a given area (Varnes 1984). Hazard maps are indicative risk maps for large flood events and useful only for knowing where not to be during extremely heavy rainfall. For local governments, these debris flow hazard maps can be used for localized emergency response (i.e. evacuation and access routes, road closures, siting of key rescue facilities) and for urban planning. Figure 1.5 shows the designation of a hazard area and preventive measures between the degrees of risk.

Systematic analyses of comprehensive structural and non-structural countermeasures to prevent debris flow disasters are very important. Both methods are very useful for mitigating damages, but we must consider many parameters because it is tightly linked to our lives. Especially when deciding on the type of check dam to use, one must pay attention to the environment of the basin. In addition, one should thoroughly investigate the cause of the accident after an event for the growth and development of disaster prevention.

![Diagram](image_url)

(a) Steep slope failure  (b) Landslide  (c) Debris flow
Yellow zone: Sediment-related disaster hazard area
Red zone: Special sediment-related disaster hazard area

Figure 1.5 Designation of hazard areas and preventive measures (MLIT, Japan)
1.4 Literature Review: a Brief Overview

1.4.1 Debris Flow Control by a Sabo Dam

A sabo dam (i.e. check dam) is commonly used and is the most effective structural measure for protecting properties and lives; they can effectively dampen or mitigate the damage from sediment-related disasters. Many structures of this type have been constructed in mountainous areas. The concept of the sabo dam was proposed about 70 years ago in Japan and was discussed based on qualitative recognition (Nishimoto, 2011). Usually, sediment control structures temporarily store the excess sediment in the upstream pocket of the sabo dam and reduce the discharge or energy of a debris flow along a river channel or ravine safely, thereby controlling the surface erosion that usually occurs in upstream areas. In recent years the sabo structure has made much progress; in particular, open type check dams (e.g. grid type or slit type check dams) have become increasingly more popular than closed type check dams from the viewpoint of comprehensive sediment management in the river basin and river environment. But there are still many problems that must be solved because the mechanism of debris flow is very complex. Therefore, a lot of researches are being carried out to improve the function of sabo dams based on field observations, laboratory experiments (i.e. large and small scales) and numerical simulations.

Field observations, laboratory experiments and numerical studies on debris flow control by various types of dam are reported in many sources. First, Honda and Egashira (1997), Takahashi et al. (2001a), Nakagawa et al. (2002b), Satofuka and Mizuyama (2005), Nakatani et al. (2008), Shrestha et al. (2008), Osti and Egashira (2008), Niwa et al. (2009), Suzuki et al. (2009) and others have conducted research regarding the closed type dam, which is the most common type. Second, among open types of dam many researchers have investigated both the grid type dam, such as Ashida and Takahashi (1980), Mizuyama et al. (1995), Seto et al. (1998), Mizuno et al. (2000), Takahashi et al. (2000, 2001c), Sato et al. (2001), Miyazawa et al. (2003), Gotoh et al. (2006), Satofuka and Mizuyama (2006), Takahara and Matsumura (2008), Horiiuchi et al. (2011), Yoshida et al. (2011) and others, and the slit type dam, such as Watanabe et al. (1980), Ikeya and Uehara (1980), Johnson et al. (1989), Mizuyama et al. (1989, 1999, 2000), Nishikawa et al. (1999), Mizuno et al. (2001), Takahashi et al. (2001b), Fukuda et al. (2002), Mizuno et al. (2002), Lien (2003) and others. Ohkubo et al. (1997), Masuda et al. (2002), Hasegawa et al. (2004), Shima et al. (2011), and Kim et al (2013) explained the function of series of sabo dam with various types. Nakagawa et al. (1994, 1995, 2001), Ozaki et al. (1998), Doi et al. (2000), Gotoh et al. (2002), Simizu and Osada (2008), Katatani and Yamada (2006), Shibuya et al.
(2010, 2011), and Shrestha et al. (2011) have performed analyses of the capturing of driftwood. Furthermore, the locations of check dams in a river channel are also very important for effective debris flow control. The numerical studies of Wang (2001) have revealed that the optimum positions for grid dam installation are where debris flow arrives at its most developed stage.

Many researchers have also investigated debris flow control by type of impermeable dams. In particular, Takahashi et al. (2001a) proposed a method for calculating the effect of a closed type check dam. This method uses the relationship between dam height and riverbed height upstream of the dam to determine whether materials will pass over a closed dam. This method was used by Nakagawa et al. (2002b), and Satofuka and Mizuyama (2005) for the evaluation of the effectiveness of closed dam using a one-dimensional model in order to reduce debris flow disasters. Bovolin and Mizuno (2000) carried out an experiment to clarify the effectiveness of permeable and non-permeable check dams in reducing discharge and sediment concentration in case of a mudflow.

Many research studies are being carried out to discover the benefits of permeable dams. The sediment control function of the slit type check dam has been mainly discussed with reference to its use in the case of bed load transport (Mizuyama et al. 1990, Okubo et al. 1997, Fujita et al. (1998, 2001), Armanini and Larcher 2001, Busnelli et al. 2001, Masuda et al. 2002). Watanabe et al. (1980) has shown that the spacing of the posts has an effect on the trapping capacity of a slit dam and a screen dam. When the relative spacing is \( l_o / d_{\text{max}} < 2.0 \), where \( l_o \) is the spacing of the posts and \( d_{\text{max}} \) is the maximum diameter of the debris flow, the research indicated that the volume of the debris flow could be reduced by 50% ~ 70% during peak times, but the total volume of debris flow cannot be reduced. The above studies validated the effectiveness of open-type dams in the prevention of debris flows. Mizuno et al. (2001) presented the mudflow control function of slit or conduit type check dams. Previous research works had not focused on the sediment control function of the slit type check dam in the case of debris flow. However, Nakatani et al. (2008) tried to simulate debris flow trapping by slit dams based on the narrowing river width between upstream and downstream calculation points. Thus, further studies on debris flow control functions of slit type check dams are very important.

Ashida and Takahashi (1980) conducted experimental studies on the debris flow control of grid type sabo dams; through experiments they defined the hydraulic function of a grid dam regarding the suitable spacing between columns for effective capturing of debris flow as \( L_c / d_{\text{max}} = 1.5 ~ 2 \) (\( L_c \) = span of open space and \( d_{\text{max}} \) = maximum diameter of particle). Ashida et al. (1987) investigated the mechanism of debris flow control using two types of grid dams (i.e.
zigzag and square grid dams). In this study the relation among pass rates of sediment through grid dams, sediment particle sizes and opening lengths of grids was proposed, and is used to evaluate the pass rate of sediment for the boundary condition of the numerical model. Mizuyama et al. (1995) and Mizuyama and Mizuno (1997) clarified the function of capturing sediment by the grid dam effectively. The blockage phenomenon is regarded as a stochastic process, and a new stochastic model of blockage of a grid dam by large boulders in a debris flow is proposed by Takahashi et al. (2001c). Recently, Satofuka and Mizuyama (2006) developed a growing rate formula to calculate debris flow capture by a grid dam. Likewise, many researchers have conducted laboratory experiments and numerical simulations regarding the mechanism of capturing sediment for transmittance.

Among permeable dams, the number of debris-flow breaker (i.e. breaker) and ring-net structures are increasing these days. These structures have the advantage of not only reducing velocity but also creating suitable narrow or wider area, and they are cost-efficient, simply designed, and easily repaired and maintained due to the rapidly changing pressure through the opening area. The debris-flow breaker was installed nearly 30 years ago, and is designed to check the boulder dam. In order to clarify the mechanism of debris-flow breakers, monitoring and field surveys were conducted by Izumi et al. (1982) and Kurihara et al. (1987) at Mt. Fuji, as well as by Kiyono et al. (1986), Imai et al. (1989) and Nisimoto et al. (1994) at Mt. Yake-dake. More recently, Gonda (2009) proposed a mechanism of debris-flow breaker for a 1-D numerical simulation. Kim et al. (2012a, 2012b) estimated the optimum condition for the parameters of the debris-flow breaker using a 2-D numerical simulation. A new type of debris flow mitigation measure, the flexible ring net barriers are expected to capture the debris flow efficiently and can reduce the maximum impact forces through long braking distances and flexible deforming structures. Field measurements and numerical simulations were carried out to clarify the mechanism by DeNatale et al. (1999), Volkwein (2005) and Chiba et al. (2011).

Most of the above models can analyse the debris flow control function of check dams to some extent. However, the investigation of the debris flow deposition process in areas upstream of check dams have not yet been focused upon by previous researchers. In the area upstream of a check dam, sediment concentration of debris flow becomes maximum sediment concentration due to the existence of the check dam, and we cannot ignore the effect of static pressures in a numerical model. The constitutive equations and deposition velocity equation are very important in calculating debris flow deposition in the area upstream of a check dam. Therefore, it is necessary to study the deposition process of debris flow in areas upstream of a check dam in order to reduce sediment disasters in the river basin. It is also necessary to study the erosion
process of deposited sediment upstream of a check dam to investigate the flushing out of deposited sediment upstream of check dams by a normal scale flood flow.

1.4.2 Debris Flow Impact Model

Debris flow impact models were suggested for calculating the external force. But it is very difficult to estimate the applied force due to the impact collision because the debris flow is composed of many kinds of sediment sizes and fractions, which makes it difficult to estimate actual contact area. Furthermore, the debris flow is characterized by the front part of the flow (i.e. very complex), where large boulders accumulate, lasting for a few seconds; the following part, which lasts longer, looks like a mud flow with gradually decreasing discharge. The force behaviour of debris flow can be classified into three stages: impact forces due to the impact collision at first, then both the dynamic and static forces condition, and finally the static force condition. The total force of debris flow consists of hydrostatic force, hydrodynamic force, and the impact force due to boulders entrained in the flow, and these three types of forces usually occur simultaneously. Among these forces, impact force has huge destructive power. Therefore, many researchers have tried to clarify the impact force to estimate the exact force.

A lot of research is being carried out to clarify the impact force of debris flow based on field observation, laboratory experiments (large and small scales) and numerical simulations. A few field experiments have been carried out, such as those of Okuda et al. (1978), Suwa and Okuda (1983), and Hu et al. (2011). A-part from those, Hu et al. (2011) reported an in-situ test of debris flow impact at Jiangjia Ravine, and introduces a simple approach to separating the two components of the impact force. In his paper, preliminary analyses were made to produce the relationships of mean velocity to hydrodynamic pressure, and hydrodynamic pressure to grain impact loading from the measurement data. Okuda et al. (1978) indicated the characteristics of debris flows from field observations (i.e. the forefront of the debris flow looks like a bore and the depth suddenly becomes large from virtually no preceding flow, and the biggest stones accumulate at the front and the forefront contains little water). Field measurements performed at Mt. Yakedake (Suwa and Okuda. 1983) show that impact forces consist of two distinct parts: fluid dynamic pressures up to 10 kN/m² and collisional forces of single boulders up to $10^2$–$10^4$ kN/m².

Many small scale laboratory experiments have been performed in order to develop theoretical models for the calculation of impact force (Kim et al. 2012c, 2013a, 2013b, 2013c). Mizuyama (1979) separated the impulsive force of debris flow into the fluid force and the boulder impact force. In his paper, the impulsive force on a vertical sabo dam was described
using fluid theories, and the theory of complete sphere elasticity was assumed so that the impulsive force of the boulders could be derived. Scheidl et al. (2012) analyse the impact forces of granular and viscous debris flow and discuss the observations of single, short time impacts of large particles, significantly exceeding the peak pressure values. However, there have been very few studies that discuss how debris flow is influenced by the shape of a sabo dam. Shieh et al. (2008) designed a new form of sabo dam by changing the geometric shape of the upstream dam surface to reduce the impulsive force of the debris flow, with enhanced stability and reduced concrete mass being the anticipated outcomes. Their study showed that the curved dam experienced less impact force than other dams under the same debris flow conditions, demonstrating the importance of curved geometry for a well-designed sabo dam. Huang et al. (2007) applied the theory of elastic collision to find a boulder collision impact model for four types of dam. Recently, Shibuya et al. (2012) presented the load of debris flow with woody debris for the open type steel frame check dam structure. Likewise, the understanding of the behaviour and mechanism of debris flow and the study of preventive measures are very important in order to manage sediment disasters in river basins and prevent the downstream hazards.

The destructive power of debris flow consists of surface pressure due to fluid-phase slurry thrusting, and point-wise loading due to coarser solid particle collision. The fluid pressure, including hydrostatic and hydrodynamic components, strongly depends on fluid density, flow depth, velocity and impact angle, while the solid loading depends on the velocity and size of the largest boulder, as well as the geometry and properties of the structures subject to collision (Hu et al. 2011). To estimate the impact force of debris flow against barriers, several models exist. However, it is difficult to determine the impact force due to the diversity of substances composing the debris flow, i.e. water, mixtures of granular and fine particles in water and boulders. So far, the impact force of debris flow has been mainly described using two different models which can be classified as hydraulic and solid collision models. The hydraulic models are further separated into hydrostatic and hydrodynamic models. Based on observations and theoretical consideration, different models have been developed for estimation of debris flow impact force.

**Hydrostatic Model**

The hydrostatic models by Lichtenhahn (1973) and Armanini (1997) are useful because they require only the approaching depth of debris flow to calculate pressure. For simplicity, the value of $P_{\text{max}}$ is often estimated, for preliminary dam design purposes, assuming the approach depth of debris flow equal to height of dam.
Hydrodynamic Model

The hydrodynamic formulas are based on the impulse theorem. The phenomenon of debris flow impact against an obstacle has been analysed in scientific literature; many empirical and non-empirical relations can in fact be found for the calculation of dynamic thrust. Zhang (1993) and Bugnion et al. (2011) are estimated the empirical coefficients by field measurement. Canelli et al. (2012), and Watanabe and Ikeya (1981) proposed that the force of empirical value changes with flow material; for clear water it has been found to be between 1 and 2, and for bentonite 2.0, as well as a value of 1.5 by Hungr et al. (1984). Besides, when designing a sabo dam in Japan, the fluid load formulas proposed by Yamamoto et al. (1998) are usually used.

Solid collision Model

Conventional contact mechanics are mainly concerned with static contact, although they have been extended to approximate solutions when impact is involved. For spheroidal surfaces, Hertz theory is used to obtain the force deformation relation needed to calculate the duration of impact and the maximum indentation. Hertz theory predicts the stress distribution in the contact zone between two bodies having a surface of revolution. It also allows us to calculate the normal and shear stress distribution inside the solid. Mizuyama (1979) calculated the impact load between sabo structure and boulders due to the elastic properties of the sphere materials.

1.5 Objectives of the Research

This study aims at characterizing of the type of permeable dam regarding change in pore water pressure and flow patterns by debris-flow breaker, identifying the underlying processes and mechanisms, and developing numerical models to simulate the dynamic feedback process. Besides, as a type of impermeable dam, a new closed-type sabo dam with flap is proposed and identified the underlying processes and mechanisms by the experimental study. Under these objectives, this research concentrates on the flow pattern, travel length of debris, impact force and deposition process due to the various shapes of a sabo dam. The main objectives of this study are summarized as follows.

To clarify the mechanism of debris-flow breaker, fundamental experiment and numerical simulation are conducted to investigate the characteristics of the breaker. In addition, a design methodology based on change in pore water pressure on the breaker during separation of water from the debris flow is developed and the ranges of the debris-flow breaker parameters such as opening and blocking sizes for the design of structural elements
of debris-flow breaker are evaluated.

- To investigate various parameters for the proposed new type of sabo dam with a flap such as flow profile near the dam, flow pattern, captured or overflowed to input mass ratio of debris with median grain diameter, vertical distribution of total pressure, force behaviour of debris flow, and finally, estimate the coefficients of the impact model based on experimental study.

### 1.6 Outlines of the Dissertation

This dissertation, firstly, concerns the analysis of hydraulic characteristics of debris-flow breaker and concentrates on the understanding of the mechanism and hydraulic phenomenon by physical and numerical modeling. The dissertation also consists of the experimental analysis regarding the superiority of proposed new type of sabo dam with flap structure in comparison to traditional sabo dam based on the hydraulic characteristics.

The present dissertation consisting of five chapters is organized as follows.

Chapter 1 presents the motivation and the objectives of this study, together with a brief introduction of the types of debris flow, preventive measures for debris flow disasters, debris flow impact model, and the contents of the dissertation.

Chapter 2 presents the hydraulic model test of the debris-flow breaker structure consisting experimental setup, experimental condition and experimental results. In the first part of this chapter, the flume geometry, the measured parameters, adopted measurement techniques and the characteristics of sediment material used in the experiments are described. On the final part, the studied characteristics of deposition and erosion on the debris-flow breaker (which are obtained from the measuring system) due to the change in pore water pressure and the respective experimental results are elaborated. The results from the measurements of flow and sediment discharges, sediment concentration, flow pattern, travel length, and deposit thickness on the debris-flow breaker are also presented. These are later used to validate the numerical model described in detail in Chapter 3.

Chapter 3 provides a detailed description of the numerical simulation which was developed to analyze the flow interaction between opening and blocking size of the debris-flow breaker as
well as the characteristics of the deposition process of debris flow under various parameters (i.e. bed sediments and opening and blocking size of the debris-flow breaker). For numerical analysis, a new numerical model based on an existing depth-wise averaged 2-D model that can analyze the hydraulic phenomena of the debris-flow breaker was developed using momentum conservation equations for change in pressure at the debris-flow breaker. To validate the newly developed 2-D numerical model, the results of hydraulic model test (from chapter 2) are compared with the results of the numerical calculation. Also, using the newly developed numerical model, the dynamic mechanism by the interaction of pressure at the debris-flow breaker (which is not defined by the hydraulic model test) was studied.

Chapter 4 describes the hydraulic model test for proposed new type of dams with flap structure to analyse the working principle and respective hydraulic mechanisms. The result shows that the proposed dam is far better in terms of hydraulic functioning than the traditional vertical sabo-dams. This chapter also includes the results consisting of the empirical coefficients of the hydrodynamic and solid collision models and their comparison with the prevailing coefficients. To elaborate the above results, a detailed description of the debris flow impact model, the procedure of experimental set-up for the experiment, experimental conditions, and measurement techniques of different parameters are also incorporated in this chapter.

Finally, in Chapter 5, the main findings and conclusions about the characteristics of debris-flow breaker structure and closed-type sabo dam with a flap structure are summarized. Various outstanding issues are identified and recommendations for future research are also described.
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CHAPTER 2

HYDRAULIC MODEL TEST ON DEBRIS-FLOW BREAKER

2.1 General

In recent years, many researches have been carrying out experiments regarding the efficient function of sabo dams, which have a great impact on ecology and the landscape. Such dams are also surcharged with the impulsive forces of the debris flows. The front part of the flow is very important and complex in the case of debris flow where there is an accumulation of large boulders. It is important to reduce or decelerate the velocity of the front part of a debris flow for the safety of the downstream area because the destructive power of a debris flow is much greater than that of the clear fluid. Photo 2.1 shows the debris-flow breakers.

(a) After removal of the July 21, 1985 debris flow deposits and the construction of sidewall reinforcements

(b) Boulder deposits of the July 21, 1985 debris flow trapped on the breaker (Photo taken July 22, 1985)

Photo 2.1 Debris-flow breaker (Suwa et al. 2009)
Usually, sediment control structures temporarily stores the excess sediment in the upstream pockets of the sabo dam and reduce the discharge safely. The capacity of a sabo dam to control sediment is determined by the sediment storage capacity between the stable slope and the

(Source: Mizuyama 2008)

Photo 2.2 Debris-flow breaker stopping the front portion of a debris flow
temporary slope of accumulated sediments. Therefore, a sabo dam should control the increasing amount of sediment discharge due to the gradual acceleration of debris flow. Debris-flow breakers are designed to reduce the debris flow velocity. By slowing and depositing the surge front of the debris flow, the downstream reaches the stream channels and settlement areas which are exposed to considerable dynamic impact. Photo 2.2 shows the videotaped footage showing the debris-flow breaker effectively stopping a debris flow front (Mizuyama 2008). In an array of different debris flow mitigation structures, debris-flow breakers are almost in the upstream position. The debris-flow breaker should retain at least the volume of surge wave. Numerous functional structures with modern sediment management systems could be installed downstream of the breakers.

Debris-flow breakers have advantages in not only reducing the velocity, but also in creating a suitable narrow or wider area that is cost-efficient, simply designed, and easily repaired and maintained, if their size and location are well planned before construction, as shown in Photo 2.3. The features in photo (a) show the sediment deposited on a debris-flow breaker being removed after the debris flow event to prepare for the next debris flow, while photo (b) shows the easiness of constructing a narrow area (ICARM 2008). Using the debris-flow breaker upstream of a sabo dam could be more effective in controlling sediment discharge than not using a debris-flow breaker at all (Kim et al. 2012a, 2012b). Likewise, the debris-flow breakers are very useful in many other ways.

To judge the optimal parameters of debris-flow breakers, an understanding of the behavior and mechanism of debris flows is needed because the characteristics of debris flows would change due to the geographic environment of the occurrence area and types of debris flows from the contributing factors. Thus, the mechanism between the opening size and blocking size (a physical factor with the greatest influence) under the bed sediments should be analyzed to

(a) Repair the debris for the next debris flow  (b) Narrow area

Photo 2.3 Advantages of debris-flow breaker
understand clearly the hydraulic characteristics of the debris-flow breaker.

The open check dam restoration technique has been developed since the second half of the 20th century. A great variety of slightly different devices has been designed and has been tested on empirically based rules. The debris-flow breaker was installed nearly 30 years ago, and was designed to check the boulder dam. In order to clarify the mechanism of debris-flow breakers, monitoring and field surveys were conducted by Izumi et al. (1982) and Kurihara et al. (1987) at Mt. Fuji, as well as by Kiyono et al. (1986), Imai et al. (1989) and Nisimoto et al. (1994) at Mt. Yake-dake. In addition, Fiebiger (1997) discussed the various types of structures of debris flow countermeasures and their functions. Watanabe et al. (1980) has shown that the spacing of the posts has an effect on the trapping capacity of a slit dam and a screen dam. When the relative spacing is \( l_o / d_{max} < 2.0 \), where \( l_o \) is the spacing of the posts and \( d_{max} \) is the maximum diameter of the debris flow, the research indicated that the volume of the debris flow could be reduced by 50% - 70% during peak times, but the total volume of debris flow cannot be reduced. The above studies validated the effectiveness of open-type dams in the prevention of debris flows. They only considered the relative spacing factor in designing the spacing of open-type dams. In addition, many research studies are being carried out to clarify the mechanism for the type of open dam (i.e. slit and grid dams).

The debris-flow breaker (i.e. breaker) is designed to check the boulder dam. The mechanism is that the boulders in the dam lose their buoyancy as soon as the dam arrives at and gets on the board. Namely, it is thought that two phenomena occur when a debris flow crosses the breaker: the pore (mud) water drains through the opening area of the breaker and the pore water pressure near the breaker changes (Gonda 2009). Drainage of the pore water through the breaker increases the sediment concentration of the debris flow increasing the bottom shear stress of the debris flow. Because the breaker is open to the air, the pore water pressure of the debris flow near the breaker decreases instantaneously. As stated above, the debris-flow breaker is one of the open type check dams. However, the debris-flow breaker has a different mechanism in comparison to other open type dams, and the mechanism of the debris-flow breaker structure has not been well explained. Therefore, the objectives of this study are to confirm the mechanism of the debris-flow breaker, to clarify the change in pore water pressure at the breaker, and to evaluate the parameters of the breaker for the design of its structural elements.

Chapter 2 describes the laboratory experiments performed during this research. In addition, an overview of the flume geometry, the measured parameters the measurement techniques, and
the characteristics of sediment material used in the experiments are described. A methodology is proposed to assess the suitability of a variable breaker size and change the pore water pressure on the breaker according to separation of the water between the blocking and opening sizes. The results from the measurements of flow and sediment discharges, sediment concentration, flow pattern, travel length, and deposit depth on the debris-flow breaker are shown. These were used to validate the numerical model described in detail in Chapter 3.

2.2 Experimental Set-up for Debris-Flow Breaker

To clarify the characteristics of debris flows under the three bed sediments, as well as to detect the functions of debris-flow breakers, the experiments were conducted in a flume located at the Ujigawa Open Laboratory (UOL) of the Disaster Prevention Research Institute (DPRI), Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.

2.2.1 Description of Hydraulic Model

A schematic view of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 2.1. The flume was composed of two parts between the upstream and downstream. The debris flow experimental facility consists of a 500 cm long horizontal smooth flume with a rectangular section 10 cm wide and 14 cm high at the upstream section of the flume. One side of the wall is made of
transparent glass and the other side is opaque, made of PVC. The slope of the flume can be controlled freely using the fixed pulley. The downstream flume is a 200 cm long horizontal smooth flume with a rectangular section 60 cm wide, 20 cm high and has a flat bottom. Both sides of the walls are made of transparent glass, and the slope of the flume can be controlled freely. The slopes of the flumes are set at 18° in the upstream and 7° in the downstream. The experimental facility and its different parts (upstream and downstream) are illustrated in Photo 2.4.

Debris flow is produced by supplying a constant water discharge of 300 cm$^3$/sec for 10 sec from the upstream end of the flume. Details of the experimental setup for generation of the debris flow are shown in Photo 2.5. Debris flow velocity, the radius of the boulder, and approaching height are very important factors to discuss in the characteristics of debris flows. Each experiment used three different generation methods. Itoh et al. (2011) explained the generation methods of debris flow as follows:

A) Type- NL: Natural landslide dam break
B) Type-U: Sediment and water is supplied steadily in the upstream end of the channel.
C) Type-QS: Bed sediment is set on the bed in an upstream reach of the channel, saturating the upstream sediment with water, and supplying the input discharge from upstream.

![Photo 2.4 Experimental flume](image)
In most studies, type-U has been used for debris flow generation. In this study, the phenomenon of the debris flow is approximated by the type-QS generation method. As the generation type is QS, the sediment composition and degree of saturation might not be uniform throughout the sediment layer. In addition, the standard size of the boulder cannot be measured when a debris flow hits the obstacle. Therefore, the experiments were repeated several times under identical conditions. Debris flows produced in the experiments are the stony type of debris flows and the largest particles are accumulated in the forefront.

Photo 2.6 Installation of debris-flow breaker

Photo 2.5 Experimental flume for debris flow generation
2.2.2 Experimental Conditions

The debris-flow breaker has two parameters i.e. the opening and blocking area. The pore water pressure can be changed by the opening area. To confirm the relationship of the parameters of the breaker, the experiments were conducted with various conditions under the three bed sediments.

Photo 2.6 shows the installation of the debris-flow breaker in the downstream flume. The debris-flow breakers are made of wood, and the parameters are 90 cm long and 60 cm wide. These structures have opening \((l_o = 0.2, 0.4, \text{ and } 0.6 \text{ cm})\) and blocking \((l_b = 1, 3, \text{ and } 6 \text{ cm})\) sizes. Figure 2.2 shows the definition of the breaker properties and conditions. Table 2.1 shows the experimental conditions. The definition of case number is that the first number denotes the blocking size, the second number denotes the opening size, and the letter denotes the sediment

![Diagram of debris-flow breaker](image)

**Figure 2.2 Definition of breaker properties**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bed sediment</th>
<th>Upstream</th>
<th>Downstream</th>
<th>Blocking size</th>
<th>Opening size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case-0.0-A,B,C</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1.0-A,B,C</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1.0-A,B,C</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1.0-A,B,C</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3.0-A,B,C</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3.0-A,B,C</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6.0-A,B,C</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6.0-A,B,C</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-0.0-B (5°)</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>18°</td>
<td>5°</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1.0-B (5°)</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 2.1 Properties of bed sediment material (size unit: cm)**
used. The slopes of the flumes are set at 18º in the upstream and 7º in the downstream. The experiments were experimented for the debris-flow breaker in the downstream using 31 conditions. The debris-flow breaker was installed in the downstream flume, which has a depth of 10 cm with a 7º slope in the downstream from the bottom. The reason for having the depth is that the fine sediments and water will drop through the opening area of the breaker.

### 2.2.3 Sediment Properties

To generate the stony debris flow, various materials can be used, mixing sediment with gravel and silica sands. For the sediments used in the experiments, silica sands (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6) and gravel (G1) are mixed in equal proportion by weight to prepare bed sediment-A. Silica sands (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6) in proportion (1.6, 1.5, 1, 1, 1, and 0.7) and gravel (G1) in (1.7) by weight are mixed to prepare bed sediment-B. Silica sands (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, and S6) in proportion (2.6, 1.7, 0.7, 0.7, 0.7, and 0.6) and gravel (G1) in (2.0) by weight are mixed to prepare the bed sediment-C. Table 2.2 and Figure 2.3 show each of the sediments of median grain diameters and mixing ratio, and Figure 2.4 shows particle size distributions of the prepared material for bed sediment-A, bed sediment-B, and bed sediment-C. The bed sediments have an angle of repose, $\tan \phi = 0.7$, and sediment density, $\sigma = 2.65$ g/cm$^3$, and are saturated with water. Debris flow is produced by supplying a constant water discharge of 300 cm$^3$/sec for 10 sec from the upstream end of the flume.

### Table 2.2 Mixing ratio of bed sediment material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Gravel</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D$_{50}$ (mm)</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-B</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-C</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 2.3 Particle size distributions of silica sands and gravels](image-url)
Properties of sediment material are shown in Table 2.3. The parameters were calculated which are $d_{50}$ and $d_{95}$ by the particle size distributions and the geometric standard deviation ($\sigma_g$) using the following equation:

$$\sigma_g = 0.5 \left( \frac{d_{84}}{d_{50}} + \frac{d_{50}}{d_{16}} \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.1)

The sediment of porosity ($k_d$) is a term that is used to describe an important physical property of most materials. The porosity of a material is determined by measuring the amount of void space inside, and determining what percentage of the total volume of the material is made up of void space. The porosity was estimated for the three bed sediments due to the experiments. The total porosity is defined as follows:

$$k_d = \frac{\text{pore volume}}{\text{total bulk volume}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (2.2)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$D_{50}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$D_{95}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\sigma_g$</th>
<th>$k_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sediment A</td>
<td>1.783</td>
<td>10.871</td>
<td>3.083</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment B</td>
<td>2.304</td>
<td>11.142</td>
<td>3.217</td>
<td>0.353</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment C</td>
<td>3.054</td>
<td>11.163</td>
<td>3.140</td>
<td>0.363</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2.4 Measurement Techniques

Several parameters were measured during the experimental studies, namely: the temporal variations of total flow and sediment discharges, sediment concentration under the three bed sediments, and length and width of the deposition pattern downstream of the debris-flow breaker.

To measure the sediment concentration, total flow, and sediment discharges, first the debris flow under the same identical conditions with the three bed sediments were generated, and then the approaching debris flows were collected into the sample boxes (from 1 to 12) as time passed at the end of the upstream flume. Second, the collected sample was then measured for the calculation of total volume and dry weight by an electronic scale in each box. A digital video camera was used to record the images for calculation of the time of capturing debris flow throughout the experiment from beginning to end. Photo 2.7 shows the process of capturing the debris flow for analysis.

To measure the thickness of deposition (the flow depth plus the deposition thickness in the final stage) accurately, the scale bar and the vernier point gauge are used in each point as shown in Photo 2.8. Currently, some researchers (Shrestha et al. 2011) have been using a scale bar for measuring the deposition process with respect to the time at the downstream flume. This method is very easy to use along with a video camera in experiments. However, when the debris flow is coming downstream, it may be interrupted in the flow direction due to the scale bar on the
breaker. Therefore, in these experiments, a scale bar is used to measure the time series of the deposition process and the deposition thickness at the final stage is measured using the Vernier point gauge. Figure 2.5 shows the observation points on the debris-flow breaker. The points can be classified into two categories with the X-axis (A, B, C, and D) towards across the flow direction and the Y-axis (from 1 to 11) the flow direction.

Photo 2.8 Measurement techniques of deposition thickness on the debris-flow breaker

Figure 2.5 Observation points on the debris-flow breaker
The thickness of the deposited debris was measured by taking the difference of the depth measured from the reference top to the bottom of the debris-flow breaker without debris \((H)\) and the depth to the top of the debris after the deposition occurs \((h_2)\). Furthermore, the maximum travel length was measured directly from the end of the upstream flume to the point of the accumulated debris on the breaker at the final state of the experiment, as shown in Figure 2.6.

![Figure 2.6 Measurement of deposition thickness](image)

**2.3 Experimental Results**

Fundamental experiments were conducted to investigate debris flow to clarify the characteristics of a debris-flow breaker. The parameters, such as total discharge, flow and sediment discharges, sediment concentration, deposition thickness, deposit formation at the debris-flow breaker, and travel length will be discussed in detail using the comparison of the results of the numerical simulation in Chapter 3. Considering the quantitative and qualitative results from the experiments, the characteristics of debris-flow breakers were discussed, which are summarized below.

**2.3.1 Deposition Process**

The thicknesses of debris flow mass at flood basin (i.e. the part where we will put the debris-flow breaker later set at just downstream of the channel) were measured using two video cameras: cameras A and B which measures the deposition process at the flood basin. The thickness of the deposit was measured on the video image reading out the elevations of the deposit surface shown by the scale bar set on the flood basin. The vernier point gauge was used to measure thickness of deposits at the final stage of the deposition. To confirm the characteristics of the debris flow deposition at the flood basin, the experiments were conducted.
under the two bed slopes of flood basin i.e. 5º and 7º in combination with upstream channel slope of 18º (which is kept constant for both cases) using sediment B only.

Figure 2.7 shows the experimental results under the combination of an 18º upstream channel slope and a 5º flood basin slope. The deposition patterns at different elapsed times after
the arrival of the flow front at the mouth of the downstream flume (the entrance of the flood basin) are shown in Figure 2.7. The figure clearly reveals that in the first stage, when the debris flow debouches onto the fan area, the path of the flow downstream from the downstream flume outlet was straight, with large boulders, sediments, and water. In the second stage, it began to deposit the sediments with the diffusion rapidly and it quickly reached its maximum travel length while the water and fine sediments detached from the original group due to the physiographic change (conditions of breaker). Finally, the debris was deposited on the fan area without water, as shown in the final stage. The results of the experiment considering a 7º flood basin slope are shown in Figure 2.8. The formation processes of debris flow occur in a similar fashion as the 5º case but the maximum travel length and the diffusion area are different (i.e. increases than the previous case).

Similarly, with debris-flow breaker (opening size 0.4 cm and blocking size 1cm) at the flood basin and sediment B, the process of deposition follow the same procedure as previously described but only difference visualized is that the separation of water with fine sediment particles occurs beneath the breaker due to opening areas at the breaker and of course, the travel length is smaller than that developed in flood basin case as shown in Figure 2.9.

Table 2.4 and Figure 2.10 show the comparison of travel length and fan area for flood basin and breaker case. The value shows the decrease in respective values, if the debris-flow breaker was installed at the flood basin. The result obtained by comparing the maximum diffusion of debris is greatly affected by the bed slope. In other words, it can reduce the diffusion of debris due to the changing bed slope.

So, analyzing above results, it can be concluded that slope of 7º will reflect the deposition and thickness process more clearly during the experiment than 5º slope case due to its wider

(a) 5º flood basin with debris-flow breaker    (B) 7º flood basin with debris-flow breaker

Figure 2.9 Final stage of shape and thickness of a debris-flow at breaker
diffusion and good thickness measurability. Hence, for the analysis of hydraulic properties of debris-flow breaker analysis further, 7º slope is fixed.

![Figure 2.10 Results of diffusion debris under the two bed slopes](image)

**Table 2.4 Results of diffusion debris (unit: cm)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Slope</th>
<th>Fan area</th>
<th>Remarks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Without breaker</td>
<td></td>
<td>43.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debris-flow breaker</td>
<td>5º</td>
<td>25.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td>(▼) 32.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.2 Deposition Process for Different Configuration of Breaker

The three-dimensional phenomenon occurs in the flow separation on the breaker when the water and fine sediments curdle from the debris flow, due to separation when a debris flow passes by. Figure 2.11 shows the movement of a debris flow on the breaker due to separation (case 1-0.4-B). From the figure, it can be seen that the generation of the debris flow after 8 sec occurred with the separation. Figures 2.12 ~ 2.41 show the characteristics of the deposit process of the debris flow for various conditions at the debris-flow breaker. From the experimental results, the debris-flow breaker can control effectively the velocity of the front part of a debris flow due to the simple steel frame.

Figure 2.11 Movement of debris flow due to the separation (Case 1-0.4-B)
Figure 2.12 Movement of debris flow (Case0-0.0-A)
Figure 2.13 Movement of debris flow (Case0-0.0-B)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec  
(b) At Time = 8.0 sec  
(c) At Time = 10.0sec  
(d) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.14 Movement of debris flow (Case0-0.0-C)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec  
(b) At Time = 8.0 sec  
(c) At Time = 10.0sec  
(d) At Time = final stage
Figure 2.15 Movement of debris flow (Case1-0.2-A)
Figure 2.16 Movement of debris flow (Case1-0.2-B)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0 sec  
(b) At Time = 8.0 sec  
(c) At Time = 10.0 sec  
(d) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.17 Movement of debris flow (Case1-0.2-C)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0 sec  
(b) At Time = 8.0 sec  
(c) At Time = 10.0 sec  
(d) At Time = final stage
(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec

(b) At time = 8.0 sec

(c) At time = 10.0 sec

(d) At time = final stage

Figure 2.18 Movement of debris flow (Case1-0.4-A)
(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0 sec  
(b) At Time = 9.0 sec  
(c) At Time = 11.0 sec  
(d) At Time = final stage  

Figure 2.19 Movement of debris flow (Case1-0.4-B)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0 sec  
(b) At Time = 8.0 sec  
(c) At Time = 10.0 sec  
(d) At Time = final stage  

Figure 2.20 Movement of debris flow (Case1-0.4-C)
Figure 2.21 Movement of debris flow (Case1-0.6-A)
Figure 2.22 Movement of debris flow (Case1-0.6-B)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0 sec  
(b) At Time = 8.0 sec  
(c) At Time = 10.0 sec  
(d) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.23 Movement of debris flow (Case1-0.6-C)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0 sec  
(b) At Time = 8.0 sec  
(c) At Time = 10.0 sec  
(d) At Time = final stage
(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec  
(b) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.24 Movement of debris flow (Case3-0.2-A)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec  
(b) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.25 Movement of debris flow (Case3-0.2-B)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec  
(b) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.26 Movement of debris flow (Case3-0.2-C)
Figure 2.27 Movement of debris flow (Case3-0.4-A)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec                                (b) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.28 Movement of debris flow (Case3-0.4-B)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec                                (b) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.29 Movement of debris flow (Case3-0.4-C)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec                                (b) At Time = final stage
Figure 2.30 Movement of debris flow (Case 3-0.6-A)

Figure 2.31 Movement of debris flow (Case 3-0.6-B)

Figure 2.32 Movement of debris flow (Case 3-0.6-C)
(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec  (b) At Time = final stage
Figure 2.33 Movement of debris flow (Case6-0.2-A)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec  (b) At Time = final stage
Figure 2.34 Movement of debris flow (Case6-0.2-B)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec  (b) At Time = final stage
Figure 2.35 Movement of debris flow (Case6-0.2-C)
Figure 2.36 Movement of debris flow (Case6-0.4-A)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec                 (b) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.37 Movement of debris flow (Case6-0.4-B)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec                 (b) At Time = final stage

Figure 2.38 Movement of debris flow (Case6-0.4-C)
(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec                 (b) At Time = final stage
Figure 2.39 Movement of debris flow (Case6-0.6-A)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec                 (b) At Time = final stage
Figure 2.40 Movement of debris flow (Case6-0.6-B)

(a) Initial condition Time = 0.0sec                 (b) At Time = final stage
Figure 2.41 Movement of debris flow (Case6-0.6-C)
To confirm the characteristics (i.e. sedimentation of debris) of debris-flow breakers, nine types of dams were tested. The experiments were carried out for three bed sediments in order to observe the velocity dissipation phenomenon at the dam. Once the flow reaches the sabo dams, a part of the flow is detached and forms a grave travelling in a downstream direction while the other part (i.e. fine sediment and water) falls in the direction of gravity, as shown in Figure 2.11. The above results indicated that the debris-flow breaker has an advantage for effectively stopping a debris flow front.

Also, as shown in Figure 2.42, the deposition pattern upstream of breaker and flood basin was compared. The comparison here also shows that the placing of breaker will deposit more debris mass upstream than without breaker case. It means the breaker is again very much useful to reduce the transfer of debris flow volume downstream.

![Image](image_url)

(a) 7º flood basin without breaker

(b) 7º flood basin with debris-flow breaker

Figure 2.42 Results of deposition at the upstream in both cases
2.3.3 Travel Length

To clarify the relation between the opening and blocking sizes due to changing pore water pressure, the maximum travel length was observed during the experiment. In the experiments, the data were obtained from the three repetitions under the same hydraulic conditions. Figure 2.43 compares the test results of the average maximum travel length values. The results obtained by comparing the travel length with those without the debris-flow breaker are summarized below.

In the case of without breaker (case 0-0.0 with the three bed sediments), the maximum travel length is influenced by the conditions of the bed slope and the approaching debris flow properties (especially the approaching velocity). As a result, the maximum travel length of debris was the case of bed sediment A in comparison to other types. Other cases, including bed sediment A, moved farther away from the end of the upstream channel. In the case of the debris-flow breaker (i.e. it has opening and blocking sizes), the travel length decreased by nearly 34% ~ 62%, compared to the without breaker cases. Table 2.5 shows the results of the experiments regarding the maximum travel length.

Figure 2.43 Results of the travel length under the three bed sediments
Table 2.5 Results of experiments regarding the maximum travel length (unit: cm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Sediment</th>
<th>Blocking size</th>
<th>Opening size</th>
<th>Travel length</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case-0-0.0-A</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>78.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.2-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.4-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.6-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.2-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>47.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.4-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.6-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.2-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>51.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.4-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>49.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.6-A</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-0-0.0-B</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>70.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.2-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.4-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.6-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>30.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.2-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.4-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.6-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.2-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.4-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>46.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.6-B</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-0-0.0-C</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td></td>
<td>65.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.2-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.4-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.6-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.2-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.4-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>32.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.6-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.2-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.4-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.6-C</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.3.4 Discharges and Sediment Concentration

The temporal variations of flow and sediment discharge at the downstream end of the flume for a flume slope of 18° are measured for the verification between the numerical model and the experiment. The experimental results are shown in Figure 2.44.

(a) Bed sediment A
(b) Bed sediment B
(c) Bed sediment C

Figure 2.44 Flow and sediment discharges, and sediment concentration
2.4 Summary

In summary, this chapter clearly described the experimental condition and the setup for the hydraulic model test as well as the measurement techniques considering both with and without debris-flow breaker to indicate important functions of placing the debris-flow breaker. From the experiment, the various important phenomena such as the debris flow formation process and the respective flow pattern at the breaker for two types of the bed slopes of the downstream channel and three types of sediments; thickness of the debris at the breaker and the total flow, sediment discharges and the sediment concentration, for both with and without breaker case, were measured to understand the working principle of the breaker. Furthermore, the important characteristic of a debris-flow breaker is confirmed from the experiments. The experimental data analyses lead to the following conclusions:

1. In the case of without the debris-flow breaker, when the debris flow debouches onto the fan area, at the first stage, the flow advances from the upstream flume outlet without expanding as straight. In the second stage, it begins to deposit the sediments with rapid diffusion and quickly reaches its maximum travel length while the water and fine sediments detach from the original group due to the physiographic changes (i.e. the conditions of breaker). Finally, the debris was deposited on the fan area without water due to the bed slope.

2. In the case of the debris-flow breaker, when the debris flow debouches onto the fan area, at the first stage, as in the previous case, the flow advances from the upstream flume outlet without expanding as straight for shorter time than previous and due to the openings on the bed, the water starts to separate from the debris flow and flows through the opening. In the second stage, it begins to deposit the sediments with rapid diffusion and quickly reaches its maximum travel length. Finally, the debris mass without water was deposited on the fan due to the bed slope and infiltration.

3. The bed slope of flood basin or debris-flow breaker was chosen for further analysis as 7° based on better diffusivity and easily measurability of the deposited thickness.

4. The maximum travel length for the debris-flow breaker case is decreased by nearly 34 %~62 % compared to without breaker cases. From the experimental results, it can be seen that the debris-flow breaker can decelerate effectively the velocity of the front part of a debris flow hence decreases the travel length subsequently. Also, the deposition upstream of the
breaker was increased due to installation of breaker (i.e. more capture of debris volume upstream) which shows the importance of debris-flow breaker.

It is not sufficient to generalize the mechanism of the debris-flow breakers discussed under the limited experimental conditions. In practicality, many parts cannot be studied with the results of the hydraulic model test. Therefore, Chapter 3 will discuss the results of numerical simulations in detail, to understand clearly the mechanism of deposition and the hydraulic characteristics.
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CHAPTER 3

NUMERICAL SIMULATION AND VERIFICATION ON DEBRIS-FLOW BREAKER

3.1 General

In the last decades, a number of regions worldwide have been affected by debris flows. These disasters generate an enormous amount of human and property losses every year. Although investigating past events is important in forecasting potential future debris flows, theoretical numerical modeling is necessary to understand the mechanisms and characteristics of debris flows and therefore selecting the most suitable mitigation measures to adopt. In order to mitigate these sediment-related disasters, many researchers used numerical simulations and they have tried to be as brief as possible about the mechanisms of debris flows, due to the various theories.

Numerical simulations are an effective tool for a broader analysis of the problem. Comprehensive study of the process of debris flows from the initiation stage to deposition stage via transportation and the analyses of the effect of the combination of structural and non-structural countermeasures to prevent such disasters is effectively studied only with the proper numerical simulation. The efficiency of the sediment removal system with various parameters is easily analyzed with the numerical simulation. The climate change scenarios are effectively addressed with the quick changes in the model. However, the mechanism of debris flows is very complex. From the outset, research has always concentrated on understanding the physical mechanisms that govern the triggering of debris flows along particularly steep slopes,
their mobilization and their relatively abrupt stoppage in the fan area. The matter is complex and must be tackled from various points of view; sources of continuous interest are the dynamic behavior of these particularly concentrated mixtures and given their non-Newtonian nature, the constitutive laws that govern them.

Since Bagnold (1954) presented his dilatant fluid model in 1954, a large number of other constitutive laws have been put forward. The approaches adopted for studying this matter are the traditional approach proposed by Shields (1936), which analyzes the instability of a mobile bed in streams characterized by bed-load or suspended load, through a transport mechanism that has been defined as individual particle motion as it considers the equilibrium of a single particle. It also considers that proposed by Takahashi (1981, 1991), which analyzes the stability of an entire finite and saturated granular layer, subject to a surface flow of water, and for this reason it has been defined as massive motion. The study of natural river bed changes and the deposition and erosion in natural water bodies is a difficult but important research topic. The basic principles for these studies are well established, yet a complete analytical solution is not known but for the most basic cases is not difficult to find the exact solution. The complexities of the flow movement and its interaction with its boundaries, which are deformable, have precluded the development of closed form solutions to governing equations that describe the mechanical behavior of fluid and solid-fluid mixtures. There are two types of models: the numerical model, which is based on computation techniques and the physical model, which is based on traditional laboratory techniques and equipment for experimental measurements of the necessary parameters to solve the problem. Numerical modeling has become very popular in the past decades, mainly due to the development of data processing, storage capacity and increasing availability of more powerful and affordable computing platforms.

Debris flow is a rapidly moving fluid of a mixture of sediment and water that occurs in a wide variety of environments throughout the world. To understand the formation process on the debris-flow breaker, this study (numerical simulation of debris flow) analyzes the mechanism and hydraulic characteristics of the interaction between the opening and blocking areas. For this purpose, a new 2-D numerical analysis model (Kim et al. 2012a, 2012b) will be developed to analyze debris flow based on an existing 2-D numerical model (Takahashi 1991). Chapter 3 provides a detailed description on numerical simulation, which was developed to analyze flow interactions between the opening and blocking sizes under the debris-flow breaker, as well as the characteristics of the deposition process of debris flows under the various parameters (i.e. bed sediments and various configuration conditions) and verification of numerical simulations with experimental results.
3.2 Pore Water Pressure on the Debris-Flow Breaker

The debris-flow breaker is a simple engineering structure that filters fine sediment with water and traps the course debris on a horizontal screen. It was designed to separate coarser clastic debris from water with a fine debris matrix so that the water passes through the breaker board while the coarser debris flow is trapped. When the debris flow reaches the breaker, the separation occurs rapidly which can changes the pore water pressure ($\gamma$ is a coefficient of pore water pressure) as shown in Figure 3.1.

Bottom rack or bottom intake (i.e. debris-flow breaker) is a simple structure that consists of a channel on the river bottom vertical to the river flow and a screen on top of the channel, as shown in Photo 3.1. Water intakes by trash racks located on the beds of streams are often adopted in relatively small mountain rivers, where steep slopes, irregular bed configurations, intense sediment transport, and rapid floods prevent the use of gated dams (Bouvard 1992). Much research is being carried out to estimate the function of bottom racks as well to clarify the discharge ratio based on field observations, laboratory experiments, and numerical simulations.

The review of present knowledge is restricted to rectangular channels with an opening in the bottom made of racks to divert sediment and to produce an intake structure in which sediment sizes larger than the bar spacing are excluded (Brunella et al. 2003). The hydraulic behavior of bottom racks is also strongly influenced by the particular arrangement of bars forming the rack. The first hydraulic description of bottom intakes was provided by Orth et al. (1954) investigating flows on a 20% sloping channel with five different transverse rack geometries. Kuntamann and Bouvard (1954) presented the first computational approach for the free-surface profile over bottom racks by assuming constant energy at the head and a conventional orifice equation. Ract-Madoux et al. (1955) presented general experiences on bottom intakes obtained through various projects in the Savoy region of the French Alps. Their general conclusions may be summarized as follows: (1) a knowledge of the water and sediment
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Figure 3.1 Sketch of pore water pressure distribution on the debris-flow breaker
discharge is important for design; (2) the rack should consist of rounded profiles in the direction of the stream; (3) to obtain a minimum risk of sediment clogging, the bottom slope of the rack should be more than 20%; and (4) a rack spacing of less than 0.10 m should be acceptable for mountainous regions.

A bottom rack depends on the parameters such as the configuration of the screen (length of rack, opening and blocking sizes), slope (angle at which the rack axis forms with the horizontal), flow depth, and Froude number. Generally, the rate of change of the diverted discharge per unit width is given by the relationship:

\[
\frac{dq}{dx} = C_q \omega \sqrt{2gY}
\]

(3.1)

where \(dq\) = discharge per unit width diverted along a piece of grid length \(dx\), \(\omega\) = void ration (i.e. the ratio of the openings area to the total area), \(Y\) = suitable value of the hydraulic head, and \(C_q\) = discharge coefficient. The latter coefficient depends on the hydraulic characteristics of the approaching flow, the geometry of the rack (length, slope, orientation), and of the bars forming the rack (form, size, spacing). Furthermore, many researchers suggested each of the parameter values. However, almost all studies were performed using clear water without sediment, while a few studies were conducted with sediment to see the rate of clogging of the breaker due to the presence of sediment. Likewise, debris flows in the latter case occurs in different phenomena on the debris-flow breaker in comparison to the clear water and the mechanism of the debris-flow breaker structure has not been well explained.

In previous studies by Mizuyama and Mizuno (1994) as well as Gonda (2009), debris-flow breakers were used to visualize debris flow phenomenon. As per Gonda (2009), it was suggested that change in pore water pressure is due to the suction by \(\gamma\) factor using a 1-D dynamic model, with the relationship among \(\gamma\), \(K_s\), and \(K_d\) given simply by Eq. (3.2).
\[ \gamma = \begin{cases} 0 & : (K_s \geq K_d) \\ 1 - \left(\frac{K_s}{K_d}\right) & : (K_s < K_d) \end{cases} \quad (3.2) \]

\( K_s \) = the permeability of the breaker and \( K_d \) = the sediment pores near the breaker.

Gonda’s (2009) study considered only the permeability of breaker and the porosity of sediment. However, we found the need to modify the previous \( \gamma \) coefficient of pore water pressure because the previous \( \gamma \) coefficient is not coherent with all cases. Specifically, in this study, results of the travel lengths, case1-0.2-B (travel length is 39.0 cm and the \( \gamma \) coefficient is 0.191), case3-0.2-B (travel length is 40.6 cm and the \( \gamma \) coefficient is 0.823), and case6-0.2-B (travel length is 37.9 cm and the \( \gamma \) coefficient is 0.909) are recorded around 39.2 cm as experimental data (as shown in Figure 3.2). Results of travel lengths are very similar but the \( \gamma \) coefficients have very different values in each case. Figure 3.2 shows that the results of the travel length and \( \gamma \) coefficient depend on the blocking size and opening size with sediment B (using previous the \( \gamma \) coefficient). Thus, in this study (Kim et al. 2012b), new \( \gamma \) coefficients are estimated as below:

\[ \gamma = \begin{cases} 1 & : \text{on the bed} \\
1 - \left[ \frac{k_s}{k_d} \times \text{Impact of loss} \right] & : \text{on the deck} \end{cases} \quad (3.3) \]

Impact of loss \( = 1 - \left( \frac{N_h}{W} \right) \)

\[ N_h = \left[ \frac{2 \left( \sum l_o \times \sum l_b \right)}{\sum l_o + \sum l_b} \right] \quad (3.4) \]

Here, \( k_s \) is the permeability of debris-flow breaker, \( k_d \) is the porosity of sediment, \( l_o \) and \( l_b \) are the opening size and blocking size, \( W \) is the width in the debris-flow breaker and \( T \) is the constant coefficient (equal to 0.3). The new \( \gamma \) coefficient included an impact of loss factor, as in Eq. (3.4). Impact of loss factors indicates the effectiveness between the opening size and blocking size using the T-test method (Ralph et al. 2000). This analysis is appropriate whenever you want to compare the impact of two groups. Figure 3.3 shows that the proposed relation of the \( \gamma \) coefficient depends on the variation of the blocking size and opening size using Eq. (3.3).
3.3 Governing Equations

Since the numerical three-dimensional calculation is still very difficult (the mechanism of debris flow is very complex compared with the clear fluid because it was composed of many particles and water), it makes sense to reduce the Reynolds equations for calculations with simpler flow conditions. The depth-averaged two-dimensional flow equations, also called shallow water equations, provide an example. The shallow water equations are obtained, as the name suggests by averaging the Reynolds equations over the depth. Simplified Reynolds equations can be written as follows:
When we take \( x, y \) axes horizontally and the \( z \) axis vertically, \( F_x = F_y = 0, F_z = -g \) for the vertical direction, gravity and pressure term is significant. Thus, Eq. (3.7) is simplified as follows:

\[
0 = -g - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial p}{\partial z} \tag{3.8}
\]

The continuity equation is

\[
\frac{\partial u}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial v}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial w}{\partial z} = 0 \tag{3.9}
\]

where \( u(t, x, y, z), v(t, x, y, z) \) and \( w(t, x, y, z) \) are velocity components in \( x, y \) and \( z \) directions, respectively, \( t = \text{time}, g = \text{gravitational force per unit mass}, p = \text{pressure}, \varepsilon = \text{kinetic eddy viscosity}, \) and \( \rho = \text{density of fluid}. \)

In the case of overland flood flows, flow conditions can be characterized as shallow because the problem possesses much larger horizontal than vertical scales. These equations can be integrated over \( z \) direction under the assumption of hydrostatic pressure distribution. Referring the pressure term of Eq. (3.8) can be integrated by using the Leibniz rule from bed surface \( z = z_b \) to water surface \( z = \eta \) as follows:

\[
\int_{z_b}^{\eta} - \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial p}{\partial x} \, dz = -gh \frac{\partial H}{\partial x} \tag{3.10}
\]

where \( H \) is water level, \( H = \eta = h + z_b \) \( (z_b = \eta_b, \) elevation of bed surface from datum line). This
equation is used the boundary conditions between the bed (equal to hydrostatic pressure) and surface (equal to zero). However in the case of debris-flow breakers, the pore water pressure will change rapidly on the debris-flow breaker with the opening area. Even if the debris flow will block the opening area due to the deposition, the separation still occurs through the porosity between the sediments. Therefore, in this study, in order to consider the change in pore water pressure on the breaker, it used the two kinds of bed boundary conditions between the bed (kinetic boundary condition) and the breaker (kinetic boundary condition with Eq. (3.3) relation of \( \gamma \) coefficient). Using both boundary conditions, it can be rewritten as follows by substituting, \( p = \rho g(\eta - z), p(\eta) = 0 \) (at the surface), and \( p(z_b) = \gamma \rho gh \) (at the debris-flow breaker).

\[
\int_{z_b}^{\eta} \frac{1}{\rho} \frac{\partial P}{\partial x} dz = -\frac{1}{\rho} \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \int_{z_b}^{\eta} P dz - P(\eta) \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial x} + P(\eta_b) \frac{\partial \eta_b}{\partial x} \right] \\
= -\frac{1}{\rho} \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \rho g(\eta - z)dz - P(\eta) \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial x} + P(\eta_b) \frac{\partial \eta_b}{\partial x} \right] \right] \\
= -\frac{1}{\rho} \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \rho gH z + \frac{\eta^2}{2} \right] + P(\eta_b) \frac{\partial \eta_b}{\partial x} \right] \\
= -\frac{1}{\rho} \left[ \frac{\partial}{\partial x} \left[ \rho gH z + \frac{\eta^2}{2} \right] + P(\eta_b) \frac{\partial \eta_b}{\partial x} \right] \\
= -g \frac{\partial H}{\partial x} + g \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial x} + gH \frac{\partial \eta_b}{\partial x} + g \frac{\partial \eta_b}{\partial x} - \frac{1}{\rho} P(\eta_b) \frac{\partial \eta_b}{\partial x} \\
= -g \frac{\partial H}{\partial x} + (gh - \gamma gh) \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial x} \\
= -g \frac{\partial H}{\partial x} + (gh - \gamma gh) \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial x} \\
= -g \frac{\partial H}{\partial x} + (gh - \gamma gh) \frac{\partial \eta}{\partial x} \tag{3.11}
\]

The depth-wise averaged two-dimensional debris flow model consisted of the momentum equations with constitutive equations, the total volume and the sediment particles fraction of continuity equations, the change in bed surface elevation equation, and erosion or deposition velocity equations. The developed model of composition is summarized in the following section.

### 3.3.1 Momentum Conservation Equations

The depth-wise averaged two-dimensional momentum equations of the debris flow for the \( x \)-wise (down valley) and the \( y \)-wise (lateral) directions are described as follows.
The continuity equation of the total volume is:

\[
\frac{\partial h}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial M}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial N}{\partial y} = l_b
\]  

(3.14)

The continuity equation of the coarser particle fraction that is sustained in the flow by the action of the particle encounter is:

\[
\frac{\partial (C_r h)}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial (C_r M)}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial (C_r N)}{\partial y} = \begin{cases} 
0 & (i_b \geq 0) \\
 i_b C_r l_r & (i_b < 0) 
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.15)

The continuity equation for the fine particle fraction that is sustained in the interstitial fluid by the action of turbulences is:

\[
\frac{\partial \left[(1-C_r)C_f h\right]}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial \left[(1-C_r)C_f M\right]}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial \left[(1-C_r)C_f N\right]}{\partial y} = \begin{cases} 
0 & (i_b \geq 0) \\
 i_b (1-C_r) C_f l_r & (i_b < 0) 
\end{cases}
\]  

(3.16)

Here, \(M=(u h)\) and \(N=(v h)\) are the flow discharge per unit widths in \(x\) and \(y\) directions, \(u\) and \(v\) are the velocity components in \(x\) and \(y\) directions, \(h\) is the flow depth, \(z_b\) is erosion or deposition thickness of the bed measured from the original bed surface elevation, \(\beta\) is the momentum correction factor equal to 1.25 for stony debris flow (Takahashi et al. 1992) and equal to 1.0 for both an immature debris flow and a turbulent flow, \(i_b\) is the erosion (\(\geq 0\)) or deposition (\(< 0\)) velocity, \(g\) is the acceleration due to gravity, \(\theta_{x0}\) and \(\theta_{y0}\) are the \(x\) and \(y\) components of the
slope of the original bed surface, \( \tau_{b_x} \) and \( \tau_{b_y} \) are the bottom shear stresses in \( x \) and \( y \) directions, \( \rho_t \) the is mixture density (\( \rho_t = \sigma C + (1-C) \rho \), \( \sigma \) is the density of the sediment particles, and \( \rho \) is the density of the water), \( C \) is the sediment concentration in the flow, \( C_b \) is the sediment concentration in the bed, \( C_L \) is the volumetric sediment concentration of the coarser fraction in the flow, \( C_F \) is the volumetric sediment concentration of the fine fraction in the interstitial fluid, \( C_{L,*} \) and \( C_{F,*} \) are the volumetric concentrations of the coarser and fine fractions in the original bed, and \( C_{L,DL} \) is the volumetric concentration of the coarser fraction in the static bed produced by deposition of the debris flow.

The erosion or deposition thickness to calculate the change in bed surface elevation is given by:

\[
\frac{\partial \Delta h}{\partial t} + t_h = 0 \quad (3.17)
\]

### 3.3.2 Constitutive Equations and Bottom Shear Stress

Many researchers have proposed several constitutive equations for debris flow. A debris flow implies fluid-to-fluid, fluid-to-solid, and solid-to-solid interactions, which are generally not well understood and are not considered in most of the existing approaches to model debris flows (Koch 1998). Most of the models developed have been restricted to the one-dimensional case, with mainly three types of constitutive equations: Bingham flow, Newtonian turbulent flow, or Quasi-dilatant flow by Sharpe (1938), Varnes (1958), Takahashi (1977, 1980, 1981, 1991), Miyamoto (1985), Tsubaki et al. (1982), O’Brien and Julien (1988), Coussot (1992), Ashida (1992), Hunt (1994), and Egashira et al. (1989, 1997). In particular, Takahashi (1991) presented a detailed understanding of the mechanics of the flow of a layer of a particle-fluid mixture under simple gravity driven shear from Bagnold’s (1954) grain inertial and macro viscous regimes. The model equations of the two-constituent model were eventually simplified to essentially a one-constituent model. In this study, the development of a 2-D numerical analysis model will be modified to analyze debris flows based on an existing 2-D numerical model (Takahashi 1991).

In the upstream region of a debris-flow breaker, the sediment concentration is higher than that of the equilibrium state and becomes its maximum concentration due to the existence of the debris-flow breaker. The yield stress exceeds the driving force, and then the debris flow stops and deposition occurs, before filling up the upstream of the breaker. This mechanism of deposition is incorporated in the momentum equation of the flow mixture when considering yield stress in the bottom shear stress. From a review of the mechanism of debris flows, the
space where stress occurs as Bingham fluid is independent from the space where stress occurs as a dilatant fluid; moreover, since Reynolds stress expresses the amount of momentum transport, three of them can be added to a linear type. The following formula generally holds true as the fluid equation of debris flows.

$$\tau = C_o + \tau_y + \mu \left( \frac{du}{dz} \right) + A \left( 1 - e^2 \right) \frac{1}{b} \left( \frac{du}{dz} \right) - \rho \bar{u} \bar{v}$$

(3.18)

Here, $\tau$ is shear stress due to the flow, the first term $C_o$ is the cohesive component, the second term $\tau_y$ is the shear stress yield, which is not dependent on the velocity gradient, the third term $\mu$ is the apparent coefficient of viscosity and $\frac{du}{dz}$ is the velocity gradient, the fourth term is shear stress caused by the collision between the particles, and the last term is shear stress due to turbulent mixing.

The constitutive equations of Takahashi et al. (1997) for a fully stony debris flow are described in the following. The expression for the shear stress is:

$$\tau = \tau_y + a_i \sin \alpha_i \left\{ \left( \frac{C_s}{C_L} \right)^{1/3} - 1 \right\}^{-2} \sigma d_m^2 \left( \frac{\partial u}{\partial z} \right)^2$$

(3.19)

$$\tau_y = p_s \tan \phi$$

(3.20)

where $a_i$ is the experiment constant, $\alpha_i$ is the collisions angle of the particle ($a_i \sin \alpha_i = 0.02$) (Takahashi et al. 1992), $z$ is the coordinate perpendicular to the bed and positive upward in the normal direction of flow (Figure 3.4) and $p_s$ is the static pressure which can be expressed as follows (Takahashi et al. 1997).

Figure 3.4 Coordinate of two-dimensional uniform debris flow
\[ p_s = f(C_L)(\sigma - \rho)C_Lg(h - z)\cos \theta \]  \hspace{1cm} (3.21)

in which \( f(C_L) \) is described as

\[
f(C_L) = \begin{cases} 
\frac{C_L - C_s}{C_s - C_s} & ; \quad C_L > C_s \\
0 & ; \quad C_L \leq C_s 
\end{cases}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.22)

where \( C_s \) is the limitative sediment concentration. Therefore, the bottom shear stress for a two-dimensional flow is described as follows.

For a fully developed stony debris flow: \( (C_L > 0.4C_s) \)

\[
\tau_{bx} = \frac{u}{\sqrt{u^2 + v^2}}\tau_{yx} + \rho f_b u \sqrt{u^2 + v^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.23)

\[
\tau_{by} = \frac{v}{\sqrt{u^2 + v^2}}\tau_{yy} + \rho f_b v \sqrt{u^2 + v^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.24)

in which \( \tau_{yx} \) and \( \tau_{yy} \) are the yield stresses in \( x \) and \( y \) directions, it can be expressed using the constitutive equations of Takahashi et al. (1997) as follows:

\[
\tau_{yx} = f(C_L)(\sigma - \rho)C_Lgh\cos \theta_x \tan \phi
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.25)

\[
\tau_{yy} = f(C_L)(\sigma - \rho)C_Lgh\cos \theta_y \tan \phi
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.26)

Here, \( \theta_x \) and \( \theta_y \) are the \( x \) and \( y \) components of the slope of the bed surface. \( C_s \) is the limitative sediment concentration (=0.48). The coefficient of resistance, \( f_b \), is described below.

For an immature debris flow: \( (0.02 \leq C_L \leq 0.4C_s) \)

\[
\tau_{bx} = \frac{\rho_r}{0.49} \left( \frac{d_m}{h} \right)^2 u \sqrt{u^2 + v^2}
\]  \hspace{1cm} (3.27)
For a turbulent flow: \( C_z < 0.02 \),

\[
\tau_{by} = \frac{\rho g n^2 u \sqrt{u^2 + v^2}}{h^{1/3}}
\]

\((3.29)\)

\[
\tau_{by} = \frac{\rho g n^2 \sqrt{u^2 + v^2}}{h^{1/3}}
\]

\((3.30)\)

### 3.3.3 Erosion and Deposition Velocity Equations

The bed erosion or deposition velocity \( i_b \) is a source term. The dependence of this quantity with the basic set of dependent variables has to be modeled, which can be done using the model proposed by Takahashi et al. (1992). The erosion and deposition velocity are described as follows.

**Erosion velocity, if \( C \leq C_e \):**

\[
i_b = \delta_e \frac{C_e - C_L}{C_e - C_L} \frac{\sqrt{u^2 + v^2} h}{d_m}
\]

\((3.31)\)

**Deposition velocity, if \( C > C_e \):**

\[
i_b = \delta_d \left( 1 - \frac{\sqrt{u^2 + v^2}}{p U_e} \right) \frac{C_e - C_L}{C_{DL}} \frac{\sqrt{u^2 + v^2}}{d_m}
\]

\((3.32)\)

where \( p = (2/3) \) is a numerical constant and \( U_e \) is the equilibrium velocity at which neither erosion nor deposition takes place, as follows.

\[
U_e = \frac{2}{5d_m} \left[ \frac{g \sin \theta_e}{\alpha_s \sin \alpha_i} \left( C_L + (1 - C_L) \frac{\rho_m}{\sigma} \right) \right]^{1/2} \left( \frac{C_{DL}}{C_L} \right)^{1/3} \left( 1 - \frac{C_{DL}}{C_L} \right)^{1/3} h^{1/2}
\]

\((3.33)\)
where \( \theta_e \) is the channel slope in which coarser sediment concentration is in equilibrium, which can be obtained as follows.

\[
\tan \theta_e = \frac{C_L(\sigma - \rho_m) \tan \phi}{C_L(\sigma - \rho_m) + \rho_m}
\]

(3.34)

where \( \phi \) is the internal friction angle of sediment, \( \delta_e (=0.0007) \) is the erosion coefficient, \( \delta_d (=0.01) \) is the deposition coefficient, \( d_m \) is the mean diameter of the sediment, and \( C_e \) is the equilibrium sediment concentration, described as follows (Nakagawa et al. 2003). If \( \tan \theta_w > 0.138 \), a stony type debris flow occurs, and

\[
C_e = \frac{\tan \theta_w}{(\sigma / \rho - 1)(\tan \phi - \tan \theta_w)}
\]

(3.35)

If \( 0.03 < \tan \theta_w \leq 0.138 \), an immature type debris flow occurs, and

\[
C_e = 6.7 \left[ \frac{\rho_m \tan \theta_w}{(\sigma - \rho_m)(\tan \phi - \tan \theta_w)} \right]^2
\]

(3.36)

If \( \tan \theta_w \leq 0.03 \), a turbulent water flow with bed load transport occurs, and

\[
C_e = \frac{(1 + 5 \tan \theta_w) \tan \theta_w}{\sigma / \rho_m - 1} \left( 1 - \alpha_0^2 \frac{\tau_s}{\tau_c} \right) \left( 1 - \alpha_0 \sqrt{\frac{\tau_s}{\tau_c}} \right)
\]

(3.37)

where \( \theta_w \) is the water surface gradient, \( \rho_m \) is the density of the water, \( \phi \) is the internal friction angle of the sediment, and

\[
\alpha_0^2 = 2 \left\{ 0.425 - \left[ (\sigma / \rho_y) \tan \theta_w / (\sigma / \rho_y - 1) \right] \right\} \\
1 - (\sigma / \rho_y) \tan \theta_w / (\sigma / \rho_y - 1)
\]

(3.38)

\[
\tau_c = 0.04 \times 10^{1.72 \tan \theta_w}
\]

(3.39)
\[ \tau_c = \frac{h \tan \theta_w}{(\sigma / \rho_f - 1)d_m} \]  

(3.40)

in which \( \tau_c \) is the non-dimensional critical shear stress and \( \tau_w \) is the non-dimensional shear stress.

The inclination of the surface of the flow to the direction of the velocity vector, which is necessary for the calculation of \( C_* \) using Equation (3.35), (3.36), or (3.37), is described as

\[ \tan \theta_w = \frac{\sin \theta_{w0} + \sin \theta_{by}}{\sqrt{u^2 \cos^2 \theta_{ux} + v^2 \cos^2 \theta_{by}}} \]  

(3.41)

where

\[ \tan \theta_{ux} = \tan (\theta_{ux0} + \theta_{dux}); \quad \tan \theta_{by} = \tan (\theta_{by0} + \theta_{dby}) \]  

(3.42)

\[ \tan \theta_{dux} = \frac{-\partial (z_h + h)}{\partial x}; \quad \tan \theta_{dby} = \frac{-\partial (z_h + h)}{\partial y} \]  

(3.43)

According to Takahashi (1991), the flow can be divided into three categories based on sediment concentration in the flow: (a) stony debris flow, (b) immature debris flow, and (c) turbulent flow. Different flow resistance equations are proposed for different types of flow. The flow is called stony debris flow when the volume concentration of the solids fraction in the flow \( C \) is more than 40% of the volume concentration in the bed \( C_* \) as below.

\[ C > 0.4C_* \]  

(3.44)

The flow is called immature debris flow if the volume concentration of solids is larger than 1% but smaller than 40% of \( C_* \). If the volume concentration of the solid is less than 1%, the flow is called turbulent flow and the sediment flow regime is a bed load or suspended load.
### 3.4 Solution Methods

This numerical analysis method is based on FDM (Finite Difference Method) and thus, grid generation should be put used first to calculate it. In grid construction, the calculation area is divided into fixed rectangular grids through a discretization procedure, considering the given physical insight, numerical stability, and accuracy. The partial differential equations of basic equations of debris flow are obtained from the methods of Nakagawa (1989) using a Leap-Frog scheme, in which an upwind scheme is adopted in the advection term and an implicit scheme is introduced in the friction term. Vector quantities, such as \( M, N \) and \( u, v \) are defined in the middle of the cell face and scalar quantities, such as \( h, C_L, \) and \( C_F \) are defined in the center of the cell (Figure 3.5). The arrangement of variables and the way to advance the calculations are shown in Figure 3.6. The finite difference form of Eq. (3.12) for the momentum equation in the \( x \) direction is as follows.

\[ \frac{M_{i,j+1/2}^{n+2} - M_{i,j+1/2}^{n}}{2\Delta t} + \beta XDX + \beta XDY = \]

\[ g\bar{h}\sin\theta_{bx 0} - g\bar{h}\cos\theta_{bx 0} \left( h + z_b \right)_{i+1/2,j+1/2} - \left( h + z_b \right)_{i+1/2,j+1/2} \]

\[ - \left( g\bar{h} - \gamma g\bar{h} \right) \left( \sin\theta_{bx 0} - \cos\theta_{bx 0} \right) \frac{\left( \left( h + z_b \right)_{i+1/2,j+1/2} - \left( h + z_b \right)_{i-1/2,j+1/2} \right)}{\Delta x} \]

\[ - \frac{u_{i,j+1/2}}{\sqrt{\left( u_{i+1/2,j}^n \right)^2 + \left( v_{i+1/2,j}^n \right)^2}} \frac{f \left( \bar{C} \right)(\sigma - \rho) g\bar{h}\cos\theta_{bx 1/2,j+1/2} + \cos\theta_{bx 1/2,j+1/2}}{\rho_T} \tan \phi \]

\[ - \frac{1}{\rho_T} \frac{f_{k,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1} + f_{k,i-1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1}}{2} \frac{u_{i,j+1/2} \sqrt{\left( u_{i+1/2,j}^n \right)^2 + \left( v_{i+1/2,j}^n \right)^2}}{2} \]

![Figure 3.5 Arrangement of variables on meshes](image)
where

\[
\frac{\partial u^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2} - \partial u^n_{i-1,j+1/2} M^n_{i-1,j+1/2}}{\Delta x} : u^n_{i,j+1/2} \geq 0, \quad u^n_{i-1,j+1/2} \geq 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2} - \partial u^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j-1/2}}{\Delta x} : u^n_{i,j+1/2} \geq 0, \quad u^n_{i,j+1/2} < 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial u^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2} - \partial u^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i+1,j+1/2}}{\Delta x} : u^n_{i,j+1/2} < 0, \quad u^n_{i+1,j+1/2} < 0
\]

\[
0 - u^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2} \quad : u^n_{i,j+1/2} < 0, \quad u^n_{i+1,j+1/2} \geq 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial v^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2} - \partial v^n_{i,j-1/2} M^n_{i,j-1/2}}{\Delta y} : v^n_{i,j+1/2} \geq 0, \quad v^n_{i,j-1/2} \geq 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial v^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2} - \partial v^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2}}{\Delta y} : v^n_{i,j+1/2} \geq 0, \quad v^n_{i,j+1/2} < 0
\]

\[
\frac{\partial v^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2} - \partial v^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2}}{\Delta y} : v^n_{i,j+1/2} < 0, \quad v^n_{i,j+1/2} < 0
\]

\[
0 - v^n_{i,j+1/2} M^n_{i,j+1/2} \quad : v^n_{i,j+1/2} < 0, \quad v^n_{i,j+1/2} \geq 0
\]

(3.46)

(3.47)

Figure 3.6 Arrangement of variables and the way of advancing the calculation
\[ u_{i,j+1/2}^n = \frac{2M_{i,j+1/2}}{h_{i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1} + h_{i+1/2,j-1/2}^{n+1}}, \quad v_{i+1/2,j}^n = \frac{2N_{i+1/2,j}^n}{h_{i+1/2,j-1/2}^{n+1} + h_{i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1}} \] (3.48)

\[ \bar{v}_{i,j+1/2}^n = \frac{1}{4} \left( v_{i-1/2,j}^n + v_{i-1/2,j+1}^n + v_{i+1/2,j}^n + v_{i+1/2,j+1}^n \right) \] (3.49)

\[ \bar{H} = \frac{h_{i-1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1} + h_{i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1}}{2} \] (3.50)

\[ \bar{\rho} = (\sigma - \rho)\bar{C}_L + \rho \] (3.51)

\[ \bar{C}_L = \frac{C_{Li,j+1/2}^{n+1} + C_{Li,j+1/2}^{n+1}}{2} \] (3.52)

\[ f(\bar{C}_L) = \begin{cases} \bar{C}_L - C_3 & ; \bar{C}_L > C_3 \\ C_* - C_3 & ; C_* \leq \bar{C}_L \\ 0 & ; \bar{C}_L \leq C_3 \end{cases} \] (3.53)

Similarly, we can get the finite difference form of Equation (3.13) for the momentum equation in the \( y \) direction. The finite difference from Equations (3.14) and (3.15) for the continuity equation of flow and coarser sediment are expressed as follows:

\[ \frac{h_{i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1} - h_{i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n}}{2\Delta t} + \frac{M_{i+1/2,j}^{n+2} - M_{i+1/2,j}^{n+1}}{\Delta x} + \frac{N_{i+1/2,j}^{n+2} - N_{i+1/2,j}^{n+1}}{\Delta y} = 0 \] (3.54)

\[ \frac{(C_* h)^{n+3}_{i+1/2,j+1/2} - (C_* h)^{n+1}_{i+1/2,j+1/2}}{2\Delta t} + \frac{Q_{Li,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+2} - Q_{Li,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1}}{\Delta x} + \frac{Q_{Li,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+2} - Q_{Li,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1}}{\Delta y} = \bar{h}_{i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1} \] (3.55)

where

\[ Q_{Li,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+2} = \begin{cases} M_{i,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+2} C_{Li,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1} ; & M_{i,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+2} \geq 0 \\ M_{i,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+2} C_{Li,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1} ; & M_{i,i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+2} < 0 \end{cases} \] (3.56)
3.5 Boundary Conditions

Almost every computational fluid dynamics problem is defined under the limits of initial and boundary conditions. In order to solve a computational problem, boundary conditions are a required component of the mathematical model, and are very important. They are divided into two types of boundary conditions, Neumann and Dirichlet boundary conditions. It is generally impossible to test every possible set of inputs to an algorithm, but it should be able to prove that it works as expected by testing the boundary conditions for each set of possible inputs.

Fluids with different characteristics influence each other’s flow according to the interaction. Therefore, boundary conditions are necessary to define how the site-specific model interacts with the entire flow system. The equations of motion require boundary conditions on all sides of the domain in which the solution is to be obtained. Furthermore, fluids with different characteristics influence each other’s flow according to the interaction, and unknown variables in the cell center are determined as a function of the variables in the surrounding cell. If one fluid is analyzed in a numerical calculation having interface, the flow velocity and boundary condition of interface are required for smooth calculation as explained below.

- **Inlet**

  The values at the upstream end will be required at the stage. Variables at the inflowing boundary were defined by a Dirichlet boundary condition (fixed value). In this study, the water flow discharge is given as the input boundary condition at the upstream end of the inflow point.

\[
Q_{i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+2} = \begin{cases} 
M_{i+1,j+1/2}^{n+2}C_{i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1} ; & M_{i+1,j+1/2}^{n+2} \geq 0 \\
M_{i+1,j+1/2}^{n+2}C_{i+1/2,j+1/2}^{n+1} ; & M_{i+1,j+1/2}^{n+2} < 0 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(3.57)

\[
Q_{i+1/2,j}^{n+2} = \begin{cases} 
N_{i+1/2,j}^{n+2}C_{i+1/2,j}^{n+1} ; & N_{i+1/2,j}^{n+2} \geq 0 \\
N_{i+1/2,j}^{n+2}C_{i+1/2,j}^{n+1} ; & N_{i+1/2,j}^{n+2} < 0 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(3.58)

\[
Q_{i+1/2,j+1}^{n+2} = \begin{cases} 
N_{i+1/2,j+1}^{n+2}C_{i+1/2,j+1}^{n+1} ; & N_{i+1/2,j+1}^{n+2} \geq 0 \\
N_{i+1/2,j+1}^{n+2}C_{i+1/2,j+1}^{n+1} ; & N_{i+1/2,j+1}^{n+2} < 0 
\end{cases} 
\]  

(3.59)
Outlet

The outflow condition of the downstream end of the channel is used as the drop flow equation \( M \) or \( N = h\sqrt{2gh} \).

Free surface

At the water surface, \( u, v, \) and \( p \) have zero gradient boundary conditions.

Side-wall

Regarding the boundary conditions at the side-wall, computation points at the boundary are deviated by half a mesh into the flow. A slip condition is applied to the side wall, although in this study, no friction on the side wall is considered.

The vector quantities, such as flow velocity and discharge, are defined in the middle of the cell, and scalar quantities such as flow depth, sediment concentration, and bed variation, are defined in the center of the cell.

3.6 Contents of Numerical Simulation

The overall calculation process of simulation by a numerical model described above can be expressed as in Figure 3.7 and can be categorized as below. Table 3.1 also shows the parameters for numerical simulation.

1) Initial conditions such as fluid condition, sediment properties (mixing sediment), incident conditions of inflow, and geometrical shape of structures with \( \gamma \) coefficient are entered.

2) The momentum equation is calculated to satisfy boundary conditions and the flow discharge per unit width of the next timed step is calculated.

3) By applying fluxes, which satisfy flow and sediment continuity, equations are calculated for sediment fluxes.

4) By applying fluxes, which satisfy flow and continuity, equations of the total volume
are calculated for the flow depth.

5) The inclination of the surface of the flow to the direction of the velocity vector, which is necessary for the calculation of equilibrium in the sediment concentration, is determined using the calculated gradient of flow surface.

6) The volume of the flow layer of the debris flow either increases or decreases, corresponding to its erosion or deposition.

7) It is repeated in each timed step.

Regarding the stability condition, the time interval $\Delta t$ for the computation will be set to satisfy the normal CFL (Courant Friedrichs Lewy) condition as follows, but in order to proceed with the stable computation in practice, it is normally about 1/5 of this value.

$$\frac{u + \sqrt{gh_{\text{max}}}}{\Delta x} \Delta t \leq 1$$

(3.60)

**Table 3.1 Parameters for numerical simulation**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Input discharge ($Q_{in}$)</td>
<td>cm³/sec</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supplying time</td>
<td>sec</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta x$</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta y$</td>
<td>cm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\Delta t$</td>
<td>sec</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calculation time ($Q_{time}$)</td>
<td>sec</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of a sediment particle ($\sigma$)</td>
<td>g/cm³</td>
<td>2.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Density of a water ($\rho$)</td>
<td>g/cm³</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tangent of internal friction angle of sediment ($\tan \phi$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The volumetric concentration of the solids in the bed ($C_{v}$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The limitative sediment concentration ($C_{3}$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erosion coefficient ($\delta_e$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.0018</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deposition coefficient ($\delta_d$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.045</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.7 Numerical Results

This numerical simulation performs the study on the mechanisms and hydraulic characteristics of the debris-flow breaker, which leads to the measurement of different variables at the breaker because of changing pore water pressure that were only visualized (not measured) in the experiment. In this chapter, the results obtained from the numerical simulation are presented in detail.

3.7.1 Discharges and Sediment Concentration

The numerical simulation results of the outflow, sediment discharges, and sediment concentrations at the downstream end of the flume without a debris-flow breaker were obtained. The numerical simulations were carried out in fixed bed conditions like the experiments. The boundary conditions for the generation of debris flow are similar to the experiment with the flow of the constant water discharge of 300 cm³/sec for 10 sec from the upstream end of the flume. The discharge hydrographs and sediment concentrations are plotted in Figure 3.8 from the numerical simulation with a flume slope of 18°.
3.7.2 Deposition Process (without Debris-Flow Breaker)

Figures 3.9-3.11 show the numerical results of the temporal changes of shapes and the thickness of a debris flow fan under the three different bed sediments without a debris-flow breaker.
Figure 3.9 Numerical results of the movement of debris flow (Case0-0.0-A)
Figure 3.10 Numerical results of the movement of debris flow (Case0-0.0-B)

(a) Total view (without debris-flow breaker)

(b) Downstream view (without debris-flow breaker)
(a) Total view (without debris-flow breaker)

(b) Downstream view (without debris-flow breaker)

Figure 3.11 Numerical results of the movement of debris flow (Case0-0.0-C)
3.7.3 Deposition Process for Different Configurations of Breaker

Figures 3.12-3.14 show the results of the deposition pattern at the breaker with different configurations (as described in the experimental cases) under the three bed sediments.

Figure 3.12 Numerical results of the deposit formation at final stage with sediment A
Figure 3.13 Numerical results of the deposit formation at final stage with sediment B
Figure 3.14 Numerical results of the deposit formation at final stage with sediment C
3.7.4 Deposit Thickness at the Debris-Flow Breaker

Figures 3.15-3.17 show the numerical results of the deposit thickness on the debris-flow breaker at the final stage (the flow depth plus the deposit thickness). The deposition pattern shows that sediment A has a higher deposition than sediment B and C.

Figure 3.15 Numerical results of deposit thickness for sediment A
In the figures, the legends A, B, C and D mean the respected values of deposited thickness at cross sections A, B, C and D of the breaker as shown in Figure 2.5.

Figure 3.16 Numerical results of deposit thickness for sediment B
Also, in the figure, the values in the X-axis show the observation points and its distance from the left of the debris-flow breaker is shown inside the bracket (as shown in Figure 2.5).

Figure 3.17 Numerical results of deposit thickness for sediment C
3.8 Verifications and Discussions for Debris-Flow Breaker

In all the experiments and the numerical simulations, the parameters, such as the flow and sediment discharges, the sediment concentration, process of deposition formation, deposit thickness on the breaker, and the maximum travel length (T.L), were measured to compare the characteristics of debris-flow breaker structures (a type of permeable dam) under the three different bed sediments. The $\gamma$ factor, which is the cause of changes in pore water pressure within the debris-flow breaker, were also determined using a T-test method and compared the experimental values with the results of the numerical simulations between previous $\gamma$ and proposed $\gamma$ coefficients. Furthermore, the relationship between the reduction rate of travel length and various parameters, such as the width of the breaker, maximum diameter of sediment, and geometric standard deviation of sediment, were analyzed and proposed. The numerical and experimental data analyses led to the following conclusions.

3.8.1 Discharges and Sediment Concentration

To verify the model, the numerical simulation of outflow, sediment discharges, and sediment concentration at the downstream end of the flume without a debris-flow breaker were compared with the obtained experimental results.

The discharges and sediment concentrations at the downstream measuring point of the flume are measured after the debris flow reaches that point. It means that “0” at the X-axis indicates the time of measurement of the discharge and sediment concentration after the debris flow reaches the measuring point. Although the time to reach the measuring point by the debris

![Graphs](image)

(a) Total and sediment discharges  
(b) Sediment concentration

Figure 3.18 Calculated and measured hydrographs at the upstream end of the flume for bed sediment A
flow is different for the various bed sediments, the main point here is to validate the numerical simulated data with the experimental data.

The results of the numerical simulations and experimental values, as shown by Figures 3.18 ~ 3.20 are in good agreement. The final result shows that the peak discharges for various bed sediments are different, indicating that sediment A has a higher discharge in comparison to sediment B and C, that is, the peak discharge from sediment A > peak discharge from B > peak discharge from C. The debris flow concentrations obtained at the downstream of the flume, from both the experimental and simulation results, as shown by Figure 3.19 (b), are about 0.4~0.5, which still satisfies the condition of a stony debris flow as given by Eq. (3.44), that is, the measured concentration of 0.4 ~ 0.5 is more than 0.4 times $C_s (= 0.26)$. Thus, the consideration of the stony debris flow case is justified by both the experiment and the numerical simulation.

Figure 3.19 Calculated and measured hydrographs at the upstream end of the flume for bed sediment B

(a) Total and sediment discharges  (b) Sediment concentration

Figure 3.20 Calculated and measured hydrographs at the upstream end of the flume for bed sediment C

(a) Total and sediment discharges  (b) Sediment concentration
3.8.2 Comparison of $\gamma$ Coefficient

To confirm the characteristics of changing pore water pressure, various types of conditions (without and with debris-flow breakers) under the three bed sediments were tested in the experiments and numerical simulations. In order to check the change in pore water pressure, the values of the travel length were compared. Since it is very difficult to measure the change in pore water pressure in the flow directly, the changing of travel length would be considered to be caused by a change in pore water pressure at the debris-flow breaker. The results obtained by comparing the maximum travel length are summarized below.

Figure 3.21 shows the results of the $\gamma$ coefficients (previous and suggested) with various conditions of the debris-flow breaker. The previous coefficients show the linear relationship with varying blocking and opening sizes. In particular, in the case of having a blocking size more than 0.6 cm, it indicates the minus value of $\gamma$ coefficients, which is not possible physically. However, the suggested $\gamma$ coefficients indicated the quadratic relation and did not have a minus value of the $\gamma$ coefficient. Thus, the suggested $\gamma$ coefficients seem more realistic and have good physical meaning than do the previous coefficients. The travel length also follows similar trend as suggested $\gamma$ coefficients.

Table 3.2 shows the comparison of the travel length of different value from the experimental results with both $\gamma$ coefficients, and Table 3.3 shows the results of the average difference values of travel length from the experimental results for the bed sediments. The result shows that the proposed $\gamma$ coefficient revealed very good agreement and applicability with the tests than did the previous $\gamma$ coefficients.

Figure 3.21 Results of $\gamma$ coefficients with previous and suggested
Figure 3.22 shows the experimental and simulation results of the maximum travel length with both coefficients (coefficients of the previous $\gamma$ and the suggested $\gamma$). This figure clearly shows the travel length has changed due to the various conditions and different bed sediments for all of the cases. However, the travel length calculations using the suggested $\gamma$ coefficients have better agreement with the experimental results than using the previous $\gamma$ coefficients.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case Number</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
<th>Using previous $\gamma$</th>
<th>Using new $\gamma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.2-A</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>(+) 6.5</td>
<td>(-) 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.4-A</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>(-) 5.7</td>
<td>(-) 4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.6-A</td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>(-) 7.0</td>
<td>(+) 3.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.2-A</td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>(+) 4.2</td>
<td>(-) 1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.4-A</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>(+) 8.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.6-A</td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>(+) 10.0</td>
<td>(+) 0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.2-A</td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>(+) 2.1</td>
<td>(-) 2.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.4-A</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>(+) 3.0</td>
<td>(-) 2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.6-A</td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>(+) 7.7</td>
<td>(+) 0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Case-1-0.2-B | 39.0       | (+) 6.6                 | (-) 1.3           |
Case-1-0.4-B | 34.0       | (-) 0.2                 | (-) 0.7           |
Case-1-0.6-B | 30.0       | (-) 9.5                 | (+) 1.9           |
Case-3-0.2-B | 40.6       | (+) 9.0                 | (+) 4.0           |
Case-3-0.4-B | 38.0       | (+) 10.2                | (+) 1.9           |
Case-3-0.6-B | 37.9       | (+) 7.7                 | (+) 1.0           |
Case-6-0.2-B | 41.0       | (+) 9.4                 | (+) 4.9           |
Case-6-0.4-B | 46.0       | (+) 3.5                 | (-) 1.4           |
Case-6-0.6-B | 42.8       | (+) 6.6                 | (-) 0.9           |

Case-1-0.2-C | 35.0       | (+) 9.3                 | (+) 1.8           |
Case-1-0.4-C | 26.0       | (+) 5.6                 | (+) 6.0           |
Case-1-0.6-C | 28.0       | (-) 9.8                 | (+) 2.8           |
Case-3-0.2-C | 37.1       | (+) 11.1                | (+) 4.9           |
Case-3-0.4-C | 32.0       | (+) 14.2                | (+) 5.5           |
Case-3-0.6-C | 34.7       | (+) 9.6                 | (-) 0.1           |
Case-6-0.2-C | 41.1       | (+) 7.4                 | (+) 2.2           |
Case-6-0.4-C | 40.0       | (+) 8.3                 | (+) 2.0           |
Case-6-0.6-C | 35.2       | (+) 12.8                | (+) 4.3           |

(+)/(-): absolute increase/decrease in travel length obtained from the experiment.
Table 3.3 Results of average travel length from the experimental results (unit: cm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bed sediment</th>
<th>Using previous $\gamma$</th>
<th>Using new $\gamma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sediment A</td>
<td>(+) 3.22</td>
<td>(-) 0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment B</td>
<td>(+) 4.86</td>
<td>(+) 1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment C</td>
<td>(+) 7.61</td>
<td>(+) 3.27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(+) / (-) : average absolute increase/ decrease in travel length obtained from the experiment.

Figure 3.22 Experimental and simulation results of the maximum travel length with both coefficients
3.8.3 Deposit Thickness at the Debris-Flow Breaker

Figures 3.23–3.25 show the numerical and experimental results of the deposit thickness (the flow depth plus the deposit thickness after the final stage) at the observation points as shown in Figure 2.5 on the debris-flow breaker. Also in Figures 3.23–3.25, the values in the X-axis show the observation points and its distance from the left of the debris-flow breaker is shown inside the bracket. The experiment and simulation of the legends A, B, C and D mean the respected values of deposited thickness at cross sections A, B, C and D of the breaker as shown in Figure 2.5. The analysis of the results shows the following concluding points:

(1) The deposition pattern for all cases is the same, that is, the trend of deposition is similar. However, the deposition pattern shows that sediment A has a higher deposition thickness than sediments B and C. In summary, the maximum deposition thickness of sediment A > the maximum deposition thickness of sediment B > the maximum deposition thickness of sediment C. This is due the generated discharge from sediment A which is being higher than the others, as shown in Figures 3.18–3.20.

(2) The simulated results of the thickness of a debris flow fan are in comparatively good agreement with the experimental results (as shown in Figure 3.26). Although the correlation seems quite good, but the simulated value seems to exceed the experimental value for most of the cases. This is due to the fact that the simulation did not consider the passage of a fine fraction of deposited sediments from the pore of the debris-flow breaker.
Figure 3.23 Comparison of deposit thicknesses for sediment A
Figure 3.24 Comparison of deposit thicknesses for sediment B
Figure 3.25 Comparison of deposit thicknesses for sediment C
Figure 3.26 Correlation coefficients of deposit thickness

(a) Sediment A

(b) Sediment B

(c) Sediment C
3.8.4 Travel length

Since the maximum travel length of the debris flow is related to the total volume of runoff sediments, the bed sediment, which produces a maximum discharge, should have a maximum travel length. Figure 3.27 (a) shows the experimental results regarding the deposit formation and the maximum travel length, and Figure 3.27 (b) shows the contour maps of the debris flow fans formed with the deposit thickness in the numerical simulations under the three different bed sediments. The datum point of the X-axis is at the upstream of the mouth (start of the debris-flow breaker) and the Y-axis is the width of the debris-flow breaker. The figures clearly justify the theory that the maximum travel length is obtained from the sediments that produce higher discharges. This leads to the conclusion that the bed sediments having a small mean diameter leads to maximum sediment discharge, which further leads to maximum travel length.

(a) Experimental results
(b) Numerical results

Figure 3.27 Calculated and measured deposit formation at the debris-flow breaker for bed sediment A, B, and C (final stage)
in comparison to the sediments with a large mean diameter. As a result, the travel length calculations using the suggested $\gamma$ coefficients are in better agreement with the experimental results than are the calculations using the previous $\gamma$ coefficients, as shown in Table 3.4.

**Table 3.4** Experimental and simulation results of the maximum travel length (unit: cm)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Sediment</th>
<th>B.S</th>
<th>O.S</th>
<th>Exp.</th>
<th>Pre. $\gamma$</th>
<th>New. $\gamma$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Case-0-0.0-A</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>78.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>72</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.2-A</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.4-A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>34.3</td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.6-A</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>23.0</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.2-A</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>47.9</td>
<td>52.1</td>
<td>46.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.4-A</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.6-A</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>38.5</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.2-A</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>51.1</td>
<td>53.2</td>
<td>48.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.4-A</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>49.0</td>
<td>52.0</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.6-A</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>44.1</td>
<td>51.8</td>
<td>44.2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-0-0.0-B</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>70.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>66</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.2-B</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.4-B</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>34.0</td>
<td>34.2</td>
<td>33.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.6-B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>30.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>31.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.2-B</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>40.6</td>
<td>49.6</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.4-B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>38.0</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>33.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.6-B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.9</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>38.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.2-B</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.0</td>
<td>50.4</td>
<td>45.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.4-B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>46.0</td>
<td>49.5</td>
<td>44.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.6-B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>42.8</td>
<td>49.4</td>
<td>41.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-0-0.0-C</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>×</td>
<td>65.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>63</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.2-C</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.0</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>36.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.4-C</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>26.0</td>
<td>31.6</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-1-0.6-C</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>28.0</td>
<td>18.2</td>
<td>30.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.2-C</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>37.1</td>
<td>48.2</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.4-C</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>32.0</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-3-0.6-C</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>34.7</td>
<td>44.3</td>
<td>34.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.2-C</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td></td>
<td>41.1</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>43.3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.4-C</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>42.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Case-6-0.6-C</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td></td>
<td>35.2</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3.8.5 Relationship of Reduction Rate

A great deal of research is being carried out to discover the optimum range of open-type sabo dams. They only considered the relative spacing factors in designing the spacing of open-type dams. Even if the debris-flow breaker is also similar to the open-type dam, the main function is different between an open-type and a breaker type. Although there are many contributing factors for the efficient design of the breaker structure but in current studies, the relationship among different parameters of breaker such as opening size, blocking size were only considered. Therefore, in order to design the debris-flow breaker, it is necessary to develop a relationship for the debris-flow breaker opening and blocking sizes.

Table 3.5 and Figure 3.28 show the comparison of maximum and minimum reductions in travel length. The reduction and reduction rate are calculated as follows.

\[
\text{Reduction} = T.L \text{ (without breakers)} - T.L \text{ (with breakers)}
\]

\[
\text{Reduction Rate} = 1 - \frac{T.L \text{ (with breakers)}}{T.L \text{ (without breakers)}}
\]

All of the cases for reduction of travel length were decreased due to the permeable area (opening size) compared to the cases without a debris-flow breaker. In the cases with blocking

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bed sediment</th>
<th>Without (cm)</th>
<th>With breaker (cm)</th>
<th>Reduction (cm)</th>
<th>R. Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Exp. 78.0</td>
<td>Min. Case 6-0.2-A : 51.1</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. Case 1-0.6-A : 30.0</td>
<td>48.0</td>
<td>0.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sim. 72.0</td>
<td>Min. Case 6-0.2-A : 48.8</td>
<td>23.2</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. Case 1-0.6-A : 33.8</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment B</td>
<td>Exp. 70.0</td>
<td>Min. Case 6-0.4-B : 46.0</td>
<td>24.0</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. Case 1-0.6-B : 30.0</td>
<td>40.0</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sim. 66.0</td>
<td>Min. Case 6-0.2-B : 45.9</td>
<td>20.1</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. Case 1-0.6-B : 31.9</td>
<td>34.1</td>
<td>0.52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment C</td>
<td>Exp. 65.0</td>
<td>Min. Case 6-0.2-C : 41.1</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. Case 1-0.4-C : 26.0</td>
<td>39.0</td>
<td>0.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sim. 63.0</td>
<td>Min. Case 6-0.2-C : 43.3</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Max. Case 1-0.6-C : 30.8</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>0.51</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
and opening sizes of 6.0 and 0.1 cm, respectively, in both cases (experimental and simulation results) there was a maximum reduction in travel length value. On the contrary of these results, in the cases of blocking and opening sizes 1.0 and 0.6 cm, respectively, there were minimum reductions in travel length values. However, it is very important to determine the suitable reduction of travel length. If it has large opening, much of the sediment and water will be separated from the debris-flow breaker. Not only this, these parameters are also dependent on the intensity of the debris flow (i.e. peak discharge hydrograph). But it is very difficult to decide the value of suitable reduction range with considering separated volume of sediments and peak discharge hydrograph due to their uncertainty. So, the current study only focuses on the development of ranges of parameters based on the reduction of maximum travel length.

(a) Minimum reduction of travel length for debris-flow breaker

(b) Maximum reduction of travel length for debris-flow breaker

Figure 3.28 Comparisons of reduction values of travel length
Figure 3.29 (I) Relationship of reductions rate for $\frac{\sum l_0}{\text{width}}$ of breaker

Figure 3.30 (II) Relationship of reductions rate for $\frac{\sum l_0}{d_{95}}$
Figures 3.29 ~ 3.30 show the relationship of reduction rate. For the time being, 50% is being considered, but analysis can be done for different reduction rates. The relationship (I) has been shown to be effective in reducing the travel length 50% as the total opening size/width of the breaker ranges from 0.19 to 0.24 for different sediment cases (for sediment A: 0.22, for sediment B: 0.24, and for sediment C: 0.19). The relationship (II) has been shown to be effective in reducing the travel length 50% as the total opening size/maximum diameter ranges from 1.1 to 1.3 for different sediment cases (for sediment A: 1.2, for sediment B: 1.3, and for sediment C: 1.1).
3.9 Summary

To analyze the interaction between the opening and blocking sizes of debris-flow breakers under the three bed sediments, a 2-D numerical model was newly developed. To confirm the effectiveness and validity of the developed numerical model, hydraulic model test results of this research were compared and studied.

In the experiments and numerical simulations, the effects of debris-flow breakers with an emphasis as a type of permeability dam, the parameters, such as the total flow and sediment discharges, sediment concentration, travel length, and deposit thickness, were measured to compare the function of each debris-flow breaker under the three different bed sediments. The empirical $\gamma$ coefficients were also proposed and compared to previous coefficients from the results of travel length. Furthermore, the relationships of reduction ratios were estimated by the various parameters of debris-flow breakers (bed sediments and various configuration conditions) according to the experimental results. The performed verifications are described below.

1. To verify the model, the numerical simulation of outflow, sediment discharges, and sediment concentration at the downstream end of the flume without a debris-flow breaker were compared with the obtained experimental results. The results of the numerical simulations and experimental values are in good agreement.

2. The peak discharges for various bed sediments are different, indicating that sediment A has a higher discharge in comparison to sediment B and C, that is, the peak discharge from sediment A $>$ peak discharge from B $>$ peak discharge from C. The debris flow concentrations obtained at the downstream of the flume, from both the experimental and simulation results still satisfy the condition of a stony debris flow. Thus, the consideration of the stony debris flow case is justified by both the experiment and the numerical simulation.

3. To confirm the characteristics of changing pore water pressure, two conditions (without and with debris-flow breakers) under the three bed sediments were tested in the experiments and numerical simulations. In order to check the change in pore water pressure, the values of the travel length were compared. Since it is very difficult to measure the change in pore water pressure in the flow directly, the change of travel length would be considered to be caused by the change in pore water pressure at the debris-flow breaker. The travel length
has been changed due to the various conditions and different bed sediments for all cases. However, the travel length calculations using the suggested $\gamma$ coefficients have better agreement with the experimental results than do the previous $\gamma$ coefficients.

4. The simulated results of the thickness of a debris flow fan are in comparatively good agreement with the experimental results. Although the correlation seems quite good, the simulated value seems to have exceeded the experimental value for most of the cases. This is due to the simulation not considering the passage of a fine fraction of deposited sediments from the pore of the debris-flow breaker.

5. The current study aimed to reduce the travel length by 50% when evaluating the relationship of range. For the time being, 50% is considered, but analysis can be done for a different reduction rate. In the relationship (I), the total opening size/width of breaker ranged from 0.19 to 0.24 for the different sediment cases, in relationship (II), the total opening size/maximum diameter ranged from 1.1 to 1.3 for the different sediment cases, and in relationship.

In summary, the experiments were carried out in the fixed bed condition, in which the debris flow depositions (due to the change in pore water pressure at the debris-flow breaker) were analyzed. In all the experiments, the configurations of a debris-flow breaker, with emphasis on the permeability dam types, and the parameters, such as the flow pattern (formation process) between the bed slopes of the flood basin, thickness of debris, total and sediment discharges, and sediment concentration were measured to compare the function of each condition of the breaker, and the phenomena of the separation flow on the debris-flow breaker under the three different bed sediments were analyzed as well.

To clarify the hydraulic characteristics of debris flows on the debris-flow breaker, a numerical simulation for debris-flow breaker was developed and analyzed the mechanism and interaction between the opening and blocking areas. The simulated results of the outflow discharge, sediment concentration, travel length, and deposit thickness are in good agreement with the experimental results. In addition, the ranges of the debris-flow breaker parameters such as opening and blocking sizes for the design of structural elements of debris-flow breaker are evaluated.
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CHAPTER 4

HYDRAULIC MODEL TEST ON CLOSED-TYPE SABO DAM WITH A FLAP

4.1 General

Debris flows are common in mountainous areas throughout the world, which contain various amounts of mud, sand, gravel, boulders, and water. They occur when water mobilizes large volumes of loose mud, rock, and other debris. It is generally accepted that debris flow disaster occurs in high mountainous areas far away from modern cities. Recently, this disaster simultaneously occurs in multiple locations between the high mountainous areas and the low mountainous areas in urban areas (Kim et al. 2013a, 2013b).

(a) Mt. Umeyon (Photo courtesy: PRESSian)               (b) Caraballeda

Photo 4.1 Debris flow disasters
Debris flows, which contain varying amounts of mud, sand, gravel, boulders, and water, are common in mountainous areas throughout the world. As these flows cause significant morphological changes along riverbeds and mountain slopes, they are frequently reported to produce extensive property damage and loss of life (Nakagawa et al. 2002). In addition, Kim et al. (2012) reported that the incidence of occurrence of debris flow disaster is relatively very small in comparison to other sediment-related disasters, but once the debris flow occurs, the potential of damage is huge.

The debris flow disasters that occurred at Mt. Umeyon in downtown Seoul, Korea 2011 are shown in Photo 4.1 (a); photo (b) shows extensive damage to that the apartment in Caraballeda due to a passage of a debris flow front of at least 3.5m in height (Larsen et al. 2001). These disasters illustrate the destructive power of the high-velocity fluid as well as debris flow and flash floods on alluvial fans inundating coastal communities, causing severe property destruction, and resulting in a death toll estimated at 19,000 people. The debris flow disaster leads to massive property damage and casualty of life. Therefore, to estimate the disastrous effects, it is necessary to accurately understand, evaluate, quickly respond to the risks, and mitigate damage by establishing an effective measure.

Debris flow causes damage in three ways: deposition, erosion and direct impact. Impact force of a debris flow often causes structural destruction and is a key element in engineering design and risk assessment. However the impact force mechanism can be misunderstood partly due to the difficulty in measuring impact force (Hu et al. 2011). The debris flow is characterized by the front part of the flow, where large boulders accumulate, lasting for a few seconds. The following part is longer and appears like a mud flow with gradually decreasing discharge. The total force of debris flow consists of hydrostatic force, hydrodynamic force, and the impact

![Figure 4.1 Typical feature of a debris flow longitudinal section](image)

Accumulation of the large boulders
force due to boulders entrained in the flow. These three types of forces usually occur simultaneously so that debris flow has powerful energy.

In recent years, many researchers have experimented with the efficiency of sabo dams having a great impact on ecology and landscape. Such dams are also surcharged with the impulsive forces of the debris flow. The front part of the flow is important and complex in debris flow where large boulders accumulate. It is important to control or dampen the energy of the front part of a debris flow for the safety of the downstream area because the impact pressure of debris flow is greater than that of clear fluid. Figure 4.1 shows a typical feature of a debris flow longitudinal section (Pierson 1986).

Sabo dam (i.e. check dam) is commonly used and the most effective structural measure to protect property and loss of life from sediment-related disasters. The idea of functioning sabo dam was proposed about 70 years ago in Japan and was discussed based on qualitative recognition (Nishimoto 2011). Therefore, it is necessary to improve the function of sabo dam through advanced technology.

The proposed closed type dam consists of R (rectangular) and T (triangular) flap structures. The basic concept of this study is to propose the modification in the close-type dam i.e. as shown in Figure 4.4 (a) to form a new type of closed-type dams with a flap i.e. as shown in Figures 4.2 (b) and (c) and compare the function of each type regarding efficient energy dampening and capturing of debris (Kim et al. 2012, 2013a, 2013b, 2013c). Much research is being carried out to improve the function of sabo dams as well as to clarify the impact force of debris flow based on field observations, laboratory experiments (i.e. large and small scale), and numerical simulations.

A few field experiments have been conducted such as Okuda et al. (1978), Suwa and Okuda (1983), and Hu et al. (2011). In addition to these Hu et al. (2011) reported an in-situ test
of debris flow impact at Jiangjia Ravine, and introduced a simple approach to separate two components of the impact force into fluid pressure and grain-impact loading. In those studies, preliminary analyses were made to determine the relationships of mean velocity versus hydrodynamic pressure, and hydrodynamic pressure versus grain impact loading. Furthermore, Murakami et al. (1996) tried to modify the upper part of the sabo dam like the curved sea wall. Figure 4.3 shows the conceptual sketch of the FSS (i.e. Flaring-Shaped Seawall) (Kamikubo et al. 2002).

Many small-scale laboratory experiments have been performed in order to develop theoretical models for the calculation of impact force. Mizuyama (1979) separated the impact force of debris flow into the fluid force and impact force of boulder. According to the paper, the impact force on a sabo dam (i.e. without flap) is described with hydraulic theories and the theory of complete sphere elasticity was assumed so that the impulsive force of the boulders could be derived. Scheidl et al. (2012) analyzes the impact forces of granular and viscous debris flow and discusses the observations of single, short time impacts of large particles, significantly exceeding the peak pressure values. However, there have been very few studies that discuss how debris flow is influenced by the shape of a sabo dam. Shieh et al. (2008) designed a new form of sabo dam by changing the geometric shape of the upstream dam surface to reduce the impact force of the debris flow, with enhanced stability and reduced concrete mass being the anticipated outcomes. Their study showed that the curved dam experiences less impact force than other dams under the same debris flow condition, demonstrating the importance of curved geometry for a well-designed sabo dam. Huang et al. (2007) applied the theory of elastic collision to devise a boulder collision impact model with four types of dams. Recently, Shibuya et al. (2012) presented the load of debris flow with woody debris for an open type steel frame check dam structure. Likewise, understanding the behavior and mechanism of debris flow and the study of

Figure 4.3 Conceptual sketch of the Flaring Shaped Seawall (FSS)
preventive measures are very important in order to manage the sediment disaster in the river basin and prevent downstream hazards. Preventive measures require the consideration of various plans and involve the evaluation of hydrological, hydraulic, grain size distribution, topographical and other parameters.

In this study, three types of closed-type dams were tested experimentally for the debris flow case and only two types, namely without and with flap-R structures, are considered for the upstream dam-break case with clear water. Experiments were conducted to investigate total pressure (combination of impact due to the collision, static and dynamic pressures) of both flows under the conditions of typical closed-type dam and that with flap. In the experiments, total pressure associated with major debris flows was recorded in real time by a system consisting of four dynamic pressure sensors (i.e. strain gages) installed at the dam. As stated above, the applied force of debris flow is usually determined by field observations, laboratory experiments and numerical simulations. But it is very difficult to estimate the applied force due to the impact collision because the debris flow is composed of many different sizes and fractions of sediment, which makes it difficult to estimate the actual contact area. So, the average value of the total pressure by the maximum value of the impact collision is determined experimentally by conducting several experiments under the same conditions.

In all the experiments, the parameters such as the flow pattern, the surface velocity between the debris flow and clear water, the total pressure, mass ratio of debris, median grain diameter of debris flow, and the uplift pressure were measured to compare the function of each dam under the two different bed sediments. The empirical coefficients of the hydrodynamic and solid collision models were also determined and compared with the available values of those coefficients. Furthermore, observations of the load behavior of debris flow, the velocity, the average of maximum total pressures, the uplift pressure due to the impact collision, the vertical distribution of total pressure on the dams and the ability of the proposed dam to sustain such forces, are also discussed.

The objectives of this study are to analyze the working principle of the proposed closed-type dams with flap over dam without flap, to propose the best suitable type based on their characteristics, and also to determine the empirical coefficients of the hydrodynamic and solid collision model. In this chapter, the detail description of debris flow impact model, procedure of experimental set up for the experiment, experimental conditions, and measurement techniques of different parameters are incorporated. The results from experimental data are presented.
4.2 Debris Flow Impact Model

Several models have been developed to estimate the impact force of debris flow against barriers. However, it is difficult to decide the impact force due to the diversity of substances composing the debris flow (i.e. water, mixtures of granular and fine particles in water and boulders) and the conditions of dam (e.g. flexibility and properties). The impact force of debris flow has been mainly described by hydraulic and solid collision models. The hydraulic models are further separated into hydrostatic and hydrodynamic models. Based on observations and theoretical consideration, different models have been developed for estimation of the debris flow impact force.

➢ Hydrostatic Model

The hydrostatic models by Lichtenhahn (1973) and Armanini (1997) are useful because they require only the approaching depth of debris flow to calculate pressure. For simplicity, the value of \( P_{\text{max}} \) is often estimated, for preliminary dam design purposes, assuming the approach depth of debris flow equal to height of dam. In general, the hydrostatic formula can be written as:

\[
P_{\text{max}} = k_p \rho_d gh
\]  

(4.1)

where \( P_{\text{max}} \) = the maximum debris flow impact pressure, \( k_p \) = the empirical factor, \( \rho_d \) = the density of debris flow, \( g \) = the acceleration of gravity and \( h \) = the depth of debris flow. The maximum impact pressure is not related to statistical considerations, but to the maximum pressure value in the load distribution on the structure (Hübl et al. 2009). Lichtenhahn (1973) proposed \( k_p \) values between 2.8 and 4.4. Armanini (1997) found a maximum static debris flow impact pressure exceeding roughly 5 times the hydrostatic pressure. Scotton and Deganutti (1997) measured the impact on an obstacle and proposed \( k_p \) values between 2.5 and 7.5 from the laboratory experiment.

➢ Hydrodynamic Model

The hydrodynamic formulas are based on the impulse theorem. The phenomenon of debris flow impact against an obstacle has been analysed in scientific literature; many empirical and non-empirical relations can be found for the calculation of the dynamic thrust.
\[ P_{\text{max}} = k_p \rho_d v^2 \]  
\[ F_{\text{max}} = k_f \rho_d A v^2 \]  

where \( P_{\text{max}} \) = the maximum debris flow impact pressure, \( k_p \) and \( k_f \) = the empirical factors, \( \rho_d \) = the density of debris flow, \( v \) = the velocity of debris flow, \( F_{\text{max}} \) = the modulus of the impacting force, and \( A \) = the area of the section involved in the phenomenon and whose height should be considered as the height of the debris flow front. The empirical factor value depends on the flow type. For laminar flow and fine grained material, Zhang (1993) recommends the pressure of empirical values between 3.0 and 5.0 based on field measurements at the Jiangjia Gully station. Bugnion et al. (2011) proposed that the pressure of empirical coefficient \( k_p \) approximately in the range between 0.4 and 0.8 appear to be appropriate for objects with size of the same order of magnitude as the flow heights. Canelli et al. (2012) estimated the force of empirical coefficient between 1.5 and 5.0 by a laboratory experiment with a small scale channel. Watanabe and Ikeya (1981) proposed that the force of empirical value changes with flow material; for clear water, \( k_f \) has been found to be between 1 and 2, and for bentonite, \( k_f \) = 2.0 as well as value of 1.5 by Hungr et al. (1984). Besides, when designing a sabo dam in Japan, it is usually done using Eq. (4.3) (Yamamoto et al. 1998).

**Solid Collision Model**

Conventional contact mechanics is mainly concerned with static contact although it has been extended to approximate solutions when impact is involved. For spheroidal surfaces, Hertz theory is used to obtain the force deformation relation needed to calculate the duration of impact and the maximum indentation. According to Jackson and Do (1969), for the case of impact between two spheres of mass \( m_1 \), and \( m_2 \), investigations show that the duration of impact, i.e., the time during which the spheres remain in contact, is very long in comparison with the period.

\[ F = n \alpha^{3/2} \]

\[ \beta = \sqrt{\frac{16 R_1 R_2}{9 \pi^2 \left( k_1 + k_2 \right)^2 \left( R_1 + R_2 \right)}} \]

\[ k_1 = \frac{1 - \nu_1^2}{\pi E_1}, \quad k_2 = \frac{1 - \nu_2^2}{\pi E_2} \]

\[ \alpha = \left( \frac{5 \left( v_1 + v_2 \right)^2}{4 \beta \gamma} \right)^{2/5}, \quad \gamma = \frac{m_1 + m_2}{m_1 m_2} \]  

\[ (4.4) \]
of lowest mode of vibration of the spheres. Vibrations can therefore be neglected, and it can be assumed that the force-displacement relation established for static conditions holds during impact. Where $F$ is the compressive force (i.e. the force that acts during the period of impact between the spheres), $\nu_1$ and $\nu_2$ = Poisson’s ratio, $E_1$ and $E_2$ = Young’s moduli, $v_1$ and $v_2$ are the velocities of the colliding particles, $R_1$ and $R_2$ = the radii of spherical surfaces of the two bodies at the point of contact, and $m_1$ and $m_2$ = the mass of sphere. Mizuyama (1979) calculated the impact load between sabo structure (relates parameters with subscript 1 in above equation) and debris flow (relates parameters with subscript 2 in above equation) based on different assumed values of parameters used in equation 4. Mizuyama assumed the Young’s modulus of material forming the sabo structure $E_1 = 5 \times 10^8$ kg/m$^2$ (as of concrete) and the materials forming the debris flow $E_2 = 2 \times 10^9$ kg/m$^2$ (as of stone), Poisson’s ratios of sabo structure material $\nu_1 = 1/6$ (as of concrete) and material of debris flow $\nu_2 = 1/5$ (as of stone), and $v_1$ is equal to zero (since sabo structure is stationary) so that $v_1 + v_2$ is taken as equal to $v_2$ (the approaching velocity of debris flow). The impact load is rewritten using the properties of concrete (i.e. sabo dam) and large boulder as:

$$F_{\text{max}} = k_f 48.2 v_2^{1.2} R_{\text{boulder}}^2$$

(4.5)

where $k_f$ = the control empirical factor, $v_2$ = the approaching velocity of debris flow, and $R_{\text{boulder}}$ = the radius of the boulder.

### 4.3 Experimental Set-up for Sabo Dam with a Flap

To clarify the characteristics of debris flow in comparison with clear water as well as to compare the functions of the proposed dams with typical sabo dam (i.e. without flap), experiments were conducted in a flume located at the Ujigawa Open Laboratory (UOL) of the Disaster Prevention Research Institute (DPRI), Kyoto University, Kyoto, Japan.

#### 4.3.1 Experiment for Hydraulic Characteristic

The experiments confirmed the characteristic of debris flow and observed the energy dissipation phenomenon near the dam as shown in Photo 4.2. Only two types of sabo dams (i.e. without and with flap-R) under the two flow conditions i.e. the clear water flow and the debris flow were tested. To clarify the characteristic of debris flow, hydraulic model tests with clear
water were performed for comparing the flow profile and total pressure in a rectangular flume that was 100 cm long, 15 cm wide, and 40 cm high. At a distance of 60 cm from its downstream end, a vertical gate was installed as shown in Figure 4.4. The walls and bottom are made of transparent smooth acrylic plank, which allows for lateral observation. At the dam section, the flume is equipped with a smooth gate that can open by hand. The flow was filmed with a digital video camera (Sony: HDR-CX560) placed on the side of the channel. The efficiency of the two types of dam with a plan-1 (without and with flap-R types) will be discussed, comparing the total pressure and flow profile near the dam.

Photo 4.2 Experiment setup for dam-break upstream of the proposed dam

Figure 4.4 Sketch of experiment setup for upstream dam-break
4.3.2 Experiment for Debris Flow

Experimental flume for debris flow is shown in Photo 4.3. The debris flow experimental facility consists of a 5.0 m long horizontal smooth flume with a rectangular section 10 cm wide and 14 cm high. One side of the walls is made of transparent glass and the other side is opaque made of PVC. The slope of the flume is set at 18 degrees. The Sabo dams were built with acrylic planks of 10 mm in thickness. To generate the debris flow, a section of the flume (2.8 m upstream from the outlet) having dimensions 1.9 m long, and 7 cm deep is filled with the sediments supported at the downstream by a 7 cm high weir. The reason behind the installation of weir at the downstream of the debris flow generation section is to make the sediment pre-saturated before the debris flow generation. Then the debris flow is generated overflowing the installed weir. Debris flow is produced by supplying a constant water discharge of 300 cm³/sec for 10 sec from the upstream end of the flume. Details of the experimental setup are shown in Figure 4.5.

Debris flow velocity, the radius of the boulder, and approaching height are very important factors to discuss in the dynamic impact force. So far, few experimental studies discuss the impact force of debris flows. Each experiment used three different generation methods. Itoh et al. (2011) explained the generation methods of debris flow as follows:

A) Type- NL: Natural landslide dam break
B) Type-U: Sediment and water is supplied steadily in the upstream end of the channel.
C) Type-QS: Bed sediment is set on the bed in an upstream reach of the channel, saturating the upstream sediment with water, and supplying the input discharge from upstream.

Photo 4.3 Experimental flume for debris flow
In most studies, type-U has been used for debris flow generation. In this study, the phenomenon of the debris flow is approximated by the type-QS generation method. As the generation type is QS, the sediment composition and degree of saturation might not be uniform throughout the sediment layer. In addition, the standard size of the boulder cannot be measured when a debris flow hits the obstacle. Therefore, the experiments were repeated several times under identical conditions. Debris flows produced in the experiments are the stony debris flows type and the largest particles are accumulated in the forefront. To measure the thickness of deposition (i.e. the flow depth plus the deposition thickness in the process and final stage) accurately, the graduations are marked on the side of the flume.

4.3.3 Experimental Conditions

The experiments performed two kinds of plans. The plans of sensor position are shown in Photo 4.4. First, in order to estimate the safety of flap structure, the vertical distributions of total pressure for three dams under two different bed sediments conditions are investigated by sensors positioned vertically (i.e. plan-1). To estimate the impact pressure, the same level of total pressure (i.e. 1 cm from bottom) for three dams under two different bed sediments conditions are investigated by sensors positioned horizontally (i.e. plan-2). Since plan-2 (i.e. horizontal direction) consists of the sensor installation at the bottom part only, the results are irrelevant to
the shapes of the dam, but the values are directly connected to the bed sediments. Therefore, this experiment can obtain four values of the total pressure per one case, and averages of observed maximum values are used for data analysis.

![Photo 4.4 Plans of sensor position](image)

(a) Vertical direction               (b) Horizontal direction

**Photo 4.4 Plans of sensor position**

![Figure 4.6 Sketch of diagram of three closed dams](image)

(a) plan-1: without flap               with flap-R               with flap-T
(b) plan-2: without flap    with flap-R      with flap-T

Figure 4.6 Sketch of diagram of three closed dams
The schematic diagrams of the three dams with different plans are shown in Figure 4.6. The total pressure associated with major debris flows was recorded in real time by a system consisting of four sensors installed at two different plans. The sensors were installed vertically along the flow depths (plan-1), and horizontally at the same flow depth (plan-2). The uplift pressure and vertical distribution of total pressures were measured by plan-1 and the total pressure due to impact collision was measured by plan-2. The pressures data were sampled at frequency rates of 500 Hz converted via an interface board and recorded on a hard disk file. The installation of the dam in the flume with plan-1 is shown in Figure 4.7. Furthermore, Table 4.1 and Table 4.2 show the experimental condition with both plans.

Figure 4.7 Installation of dam
Table 4.1 Experimental conditions for horizontal pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bed Sediment</th>
<th>Sensor installation</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Plan-2</td>
<td>Total pressure, velocity, depth</td>
<td>10 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Plan-2</td>
<td>Total pressure, velocity, depth</td>
<td>10 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2 Experimental conditions for vertical pressure

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Bed sediment</th>
<th>Sensor installation</th>
<th>Measurement</th>
<th>Repetition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Without flap</td>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>Plan-1</td>
<td>Total pressure</td>
<td>10 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flap-R dam</td>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>Plan-1</td>
<td>Total pressure</td>
<td>10 times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flap-T dam</td>
<td>A and B</td>
<td>Plan-1</td>
<td>Total pressure</td>
<td>10 times</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to analyse the dynamic pressure accurately and clearly, the data obtained from the experiments are analysed by using the data filtering technique (i.e. boxplot method using Minitab software). A boxplot is a device used to represent the median of data, the upper and lower quartiles, and any data points that are possibly outside (outlier) values. It is also useful for summarising a data set.

4.3.4 Sediment Properties

To generate the stony debris flow, various materials can be used to mix sediment with gravel and silica sands. As for the sediment used in the experiments, silica sands (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6) and gravel (G1) are mixed in equal proportion by weight to prepare the bed sediment-A. Silica sand (S1, S2, S3, S4, S5, S6) in proportion (1.6, 1.5, 1, 1, 1, 0.7) and gravel (G1) in (1.7) by weight are mixed to prepare the bed sediment-B. Figure 4.8 shows particle size distributions.
of the prepared material for bed sediment-A and bed sediment-B. Table 4.3 shows the diameters of sediment of median grain and mixing ratio. Properties of sediment material are shown in Table 4.4. The bed sediments have an angle of repose, $\tan \phi = 0.7$ and sediment density $\sigma = 2.65 \text{ g/cm}^3$ and are saturated with water. Besides, in order to estimate the median grain diameter from the sieve analysis was used by a vibration sieve machine under the 12 types of sieve.

### Table 4.3 Mixing ratio of bed sediment material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Gravel</th>
<th>S1</th>
<th>S2</th>
<th>S3</th>
<th>S4</th>
<th>S5</th>
<th>S6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>D$_{50}$ (mm)</td>
<td>10.00</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>0.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S-B</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4.4 Properties of bed sediment material

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>$D_{50}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$D_{95}$ (mm)</th>
<th>$\sigma_d$</th>
<th>$k_d$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sediment A</td>
<td>1.783</td>
<td>10.871</td>
<td>3.083</td>
<td>0.341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sediment B</td>
<td>2.304</td>
<td>11.142</td>
<td>3.217</td>
<td>0.353</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 4.3.5 Measurement Techniques

The dynamic pressure measurement system is produced by a Japanese company, Kyowa as shown in Photo 4.5. The measuring system was composed of four dynamic pressure sensors (diaphragm type), sensor Interface (PCD-300B), and four channels of Adaptor and Note-PC by the dynamic data acquisition software (DCS-100A) as shown in Photo 4.6. These sensor transducers have a bridge of strain gages inside, achieving ultra-thin compact structure. Kyowa strain gages are available for the measurement of various types of strain, from static to dynamic.
strain and impact-initiated strain. Strain gages are used not only for stress measurement but also as sensing elements for various transducers owing to their excellent repeatability and linearity. Dynamic strain is a strain whose magnitude changes as time passes or which is initiated by vibration or impact. Since ever-changing strain cannot be read out on analog and digital indicators, a data recorder was used to obtain the detected data. Table 4.5 shows the specification of the sensors. Kyowa performs various tests using testing facilities completely equipped in accordance with the National Aeronautics and Space Administration Standard (NAS-942) and the German Standards (VDI/VDE2635). These pressure sensors are measuring devices that produce an output signal proportional to the applied dynamic pressure and the total pressure is calculated by the following relation as proposed by the company, Kyowa.

\[
Pressure(Pa) = \left( \frac{\text{Strain amplifier's output, } \varepsilon \times 10^{-6}}{\text{Rated output on label, } \text{mV/V}} \right) \times \frac{\text{Capacity(Pa)}}{2000 \times 10^{-6} / \text{mV/V}} \tag{4.6}
\]

Table 4.5 Specification of the sensor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sensor-A</th>
<th>Sensor-B</th>
<th>Sensor-C</th>
<th>Sensor-D</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Capacity</td>
<td>200 kPa</td>
<td>200 kPa</td>
<td>200 kPa</td>
<td>200 kPa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(2.039 kgf/cm²)</td>
<td>(2.039 kgf/cm²)</td>
<td>(2.039 kgf/cm²)</td>
<td>(2.039 kgf/cm²)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rated output</td>
<td>1 mV/V (2000×10⁶ strain) ±20 %</td>
<td>1 mV/V (2000×10⁶ strain) ±20 %</td>
<td>1 mV/V (2000×10⁶ strain) ±20 %</td>
<td>1 mV/V (2000×10⁶ strain) ±20 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safe excitation</td>
<td>3 V</td>
<td>3 V</td>
<td>3 V</td>
<td>3 V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Input &amp; output</td>
<td>350Ω ±10 %</td>
<td>350Ω ±10 %</td>
<td>350Ω ±10 %</td>
<td>350Ω ±10 %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensitivity</td>
<td>0.718 mV/V ±1 %</td>
<td>0.748 mV/V ±1 %</td>
<td>0.748 mV/V ±1 %</td>
<td>0.748 mV/V ±1 %</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: 1 mV/V corresponds to 2000×10⁶ equivalent strain

![Photo 4.6 Measuring system](image)
A high-speed camera measured the velocity of debris flow in this study. The flow was filmed with the high-speed camera (Casio: EX-ZR300) placed on the side and on top of the channel. A powerful imaging technique is exploited to measure the tracer velocities and flow patterns. At the chosen video rate of 480 frames per second, the digital images have a resolution of 224×160 pixels. All velocities were estimated by a Lagrangian particle method at the front of the dam site.

Compression pressure values measured the positive force along a single axis. The information from the sensor monitor transferred to a recorded or other computerized data collection system. Sampling frequency ($f_{\text{scan}}$) adopted in the experiments is 500 Hz base on the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem as shown in Equation (4.7). The frequency is able to how the dynamic variation within every 0.002 s.

$$f_{\text{scan}} = 2f_{\text{max}} \left( f_{\text{max}} - \frac{v_{\text{avg}}}{d_{\text{max}}} \right)$$

(4.7)

where $v_{\text{avg}}$ is the average surface velocity of debris flow and $d_{\text{max}}$ is the maximum grain diameter.

Prior to the performance of experiments, sensors would confirm the response due to the external force. Even though the verification of sensors has been accomplished by Kyowa, the simple experiment is carried out to check the response of sensor. The comparison of hydrostatic pressure and sensor outputs against standard test loads before measurement produced the calibration curve. The results were desirable between hydrostatic pressure and measuring data. The mechanism of the measuring system and the calibration curve are shown in Figure 4.9, respectively.

![Figure 4.9 Measuring system and typical calibration curve](image-url)
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4.4 Results and Discussions

Fundamental experiments were conducted to investigate dam-break and debris-flow for the improvement of functions of the sabo structure. Considering quantitative and qualitative results from the experiments, the characteristics of proposed closed dams were discussed and summarized as follows:

4.4.1 Comparison of Flow Profile near the Dam

To confirm the characteristics of flow profile and total pressure, two types of closed dams (without and with flap-R) under the two flow conditions (i.e. the clear water flow and the debris flow) were tested with plan-1. The experiments were carried out for both flow conditions in order to observe the energy dissipation phenomenon near the dam. In the case of dam without flap, after suddenly opening of the gate, the flow hit the dam body and whole flow move vertically upward and then some flows overtopped the dam while rest falls down upstream. But in the case of dam with flap, after hitting the dam surface by the flow, the flow moves towards the below part of the flap vertically. Then, the flap reflect back the flow upstream which looks like a bore traveling toward the upstream direction. The flow pattern with debris flow was observed without considering the flap structure. In such case, the flow pattern is similar to clear water case but due to the mixture of different size of sediments in the debris flow, we observed that some portion of the debris flow overflows carrying large sediments while rest of the flow remains upstream depositing remaining particles at the bottom part of the dam. In contrast, if we consider the flap structure, frontal part of the debris flow which consists mostly coarser particles were captured and deposited upstream of dam due to the reflection from the flap.

Table 4.6 shows the average values of the surface velocities measured for different flow conditions (i.e. clear water and debris flows) in front of dam by a high-speed camera. Although the flow pattern and the approaching surface velocity are very similar, the total pressure is entirely different in both flow cases as shown in Figure 4.10. This is due to the fact that the debris flow has a huge energy in the front part of the flow that is much greater than clear fluid flow because of the accumulation of large boulders at the front.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow type</th>
<th>Surface velocity (m/sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Clear water</td>
<td>1.176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debris flow with sediment A</td>
<td>1.218</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Debris flow with sediment B</td>
<td>1.244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.11 shows the test results of flow pattern for two different types of dam in the case of clear water. The flow pattern in the case of clear water flow is shown in Figure 4.11 (a) for the dam without flap and the Figure 4.11 (b) for the dam with flap-R. Furthermore Figure 4.12 shows the test results of flow pattern for two different types of dam in the case of debris flow whilst Figure 4.12 (a) and Figure 4.12 (b) correspond to the debris flow condition for both types of the dam. An important point is that each flow pattern is very different for different types of dam, but the pattern is the same in both flow cases. The flap-R dam generated a larger volume of spray than the dam without flap downstream in both cases. The comparison of the total pressures due to the impact collision (i.e. the value is taken as the average of all measured maximum value of pressure for each sensor in the number of experiments) reveals the following:

![Figure 4.10 Results of the total pressure due to clear water and debris flow](image)

Figure 4.10 Results of the total pressure due to clear water and debris flow
(1) The sensor D indicated nearly similar total pressure in both types of flow for the dam without flap (as shown in Figure 4.10). The reason for this similarity is that, in both the flow cases, the movement of flow at the top of the dam (where sensor D located) is vertical i.e. most of the forces are uplift (due to the vertical nature of flow at the top as shown in Figure 4.11 (a) and Figure 4.12 (a)) and the dam without flap has no capability to absorb the uplift force since it has no flap. But the total pressures in the case of sensor A with debris flow have increased nearly 7 times in comparison to other types because at the bottom part of the dam (where sensor A is located) the debris flow has more impact force due to the sediments than the clear water since the flow here is not completely vertical as in sensor D as shown by Figure 4.11 (b) and Figure 4.12 (b).

(2) In the case of the dam with flap-R, the values of sensor D with bed sediment B indicated that the total pressure increased by nearly 6 times in comparison to clear water type, and the sensor

![Flow](image)

(a) Clear water case without flap

(b) Clear water case with flap-R

Figure 4.11 Results of the flow pattern for two different type dams due to clear flow
A showed a 5 times increase in the value of total pressure. The reason for this increase in value is that the flap structure for debris flow absorbed higher uplift pressure than the clear water, and the bottom part did not change significantly than the point (1).

The above result shows that the dam with flap-R can reduce the quantity of spray transportation more efficiently than the dam without flap due to the flow profile so that the reduction in energy and overtopping time occurs. This experiment should also help us better understand the energy dissipation process involved in the flow weakening. Even if the flap structure was shocked by the uplift pressure, it shows that the newly designed check dam with flap has the advantage of changing the total pressure compared to the dam without flap due to generation of the reflected flow. Furthermore, this result shows that the dynamic force of debris flow due to the impact collision is much greater than the clear fluid of dynamic force in comparison to the total pressure in the flow due to the average of maximum total pressure.

Figure 4.12 Results of the flow pattern for two different type dams due to debris flow
4.4.2 Flow Pattern

Figures 4.13 ~ 4.15 show the characteristics of debris flow of all three types of dam in consideration (i.e. dams of without flap, with flap-R, and with flap-T) at different time steps. The figures clearly reveals that, in the case of a dam without flap, the large particles are seen to overflow whereas in other two types of dam such particles are seen to be captured. This leads to the conclusion that flap-T and flap-R types are more efficient regarding the capturing of large debris mass. This is because the flap structure is more efficient in capturing the large particles. The flow patterns of the proposed dams obtained by the experiments are described briefly as follows:

(1) In the case of a dam without flap: the flow pattern is influenced by the characteristic of debris flow (especially the approaching flow depth and velocity). First the dam was immensely shocked by the impact collision; secondly flow uprush occurred vertically with large boulders due to the uplift pressure quickly and finally the debris flow separated into two flows at the top of the dam: some debris flow is transformed as an overflow with few large boulders, and other debris is dropped by gravity from the top of the dam. A dead zone is developed at the bottom of the dam by the incoming debris flow simultaneously with the above process. Due to those processes, now the channel bed will rise upstream of the dam because of the captured debris mass.

(2) In the case of the proposed dams (i.e. flap-R and flap-T dams), when debris flow occurs in front of the dam, the impact collision and the vertical lift of the debris mass occur in similar fashion as in the case of the dam without flap but there will be no overflow of the debris mass and all the debris mass is captured upstream of the dam due to the generation of the reflected flow as shown in Figure 4.14 (b) and Figure 4.15 (b). But later after deposition above the dam height the overflow of debris mass may occur. Therefore, it is inferred from this process that the proposed dam type will capture more large boulders than the other types of dam and also the proposed type will reduce the overflow time (which is not quick enough like the dam without flap) and reduce the impact energy on the dam from the incoming debris flow due to the deposited mass before the dam.

Although the figures show that the final stage of the debris flow pattern is similar in all three types of dam, it should be understood that the process to reach the final stage is different for each type of dam as shown by the research.
Figure 4.13 Movement of debris flow at different time step: sediment A for dam without flap
Figure 4.14 Movement of debris flow at different time step: sediment A for dam with flap-R
(a) With flap-T dam: Initial condition, at $t = 0.0\text{sec}$

(b) At time = 6.30sec

(c) At time = final sec

Figure 4.15 Movement of debris flow at different time step: sediment A for dam with flap-T
4.4.3 Mass Ratio and Median Grain Diameter

To clarify the function of flap structures, the debris flow mass captured by and overflowed through the dam and the respective median grain diameters between two types of dams (i.e. dam without flap structure and dam with T-type flap) under the two different sediment conditions were observed and compared. The results of the mass and grain size distribution in the experiment were taken as the average value of 5 observations under the identical conditions.

Referring to Figure 4.16, initially (V), 23 kg of the sediment (density of 2.65 g/cm³ and porosity of 0.35) was placed in the flume as a rectangular bed (sizes 190 cm×10 cm×7 cm) for the generation of debris flow (Type-QS) at the upstream of channel. Then 300 cm³/sec of water was poured into the sediment bed for 10 sec and the debris flow was generated. During the experiment, not all the input sediments were developed into the debris flow during 10 sec but some sediment remains (IV) in the bed at the channel upstream (as shown in Figure 4.16). After the experiment, the mass of debris (i.e. the (I) overflowed and (II) captured) were measured directly with an electronic scale by collecting mass at the measurement boxes. In both cases of sediment A and B; the initial generation of debris flow mass (III) was calculated for dam both

![Figure 4.16 Experimental observations of the process and measurement techniques (not in scale)
without flap and with flap-T cases by summing up the captured (II) and overflow mass (I) of debris flow. The same collected mass was taken as a sample for the grain size distribution to find out $D_{50}$ by sieve analysis method.

Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 compare the test results of the debris ration of mass with $D_{50}$ (i.e. (III) generated, (I) overflow, and (II) captured) for two dams. Out of total 23 kg mass for generation of debris flow, the actual generation of debris flow as measured by summing of the captured and overflow debris flow mass was found to be 37.60 % of the total input sediments (i.e. 8.648 kg) for sediment A and 39.62 % of total input sediments (i.e. 9.114 kg) for sediment

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without flap</th>
<th>Flap-T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated(III)</td>
<td>8.648</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overflow (I)</td>
<td>2.116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captured (II)</td>
<td>6.532</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.7 Results of the mass ratio of debris with $D_{50}$ – Sediment A

CR1 = % change in overflow value with reference to generated value.
CR2 = % change in captured value with reference to generated value.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Without flap</th>
<th>Flap-T</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Generated(III)</td>
<td>9.114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overflow (I)</td>
<td>1.245</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Captured (II)</td>
<td>7.868</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.8 Results of the mass ratio of debris with $D_{50}$ – Sediment B

CR1 = % change in overflow value with reference to generated value.
CR2 = % change in captured value with reference to generated value.
B for the dam without flap case. The results indicate that a similar quantity of debris flow was generated during the experiment. Similarly, for the flap-T type, the recorded values of actual generation of debris flow were 38.13 % and 35.95 % of the total input sediments for sediment A and sediment B cases, respectively. These results conclude that the experiments revealed very good reproducibility of the tests, supporting the results obtained by the applied generation method of debris flow.

Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 show the comparison of the median grain diameter in the case of the two dams (without flap and with flap-T) under two different sediment sizes. The results obtained by comparing the median grain diameters of generated, captured and overflowed debris with two different check dams (without flap and with flap-T) are summarized below:

(1) In the case of bed sediment A: for the dam with no flap structure, the median size of particles (d50) of overflow debris mass increased by nearly 11 % compared to median grain size of the generated debris flow. But, in the case of the dam with flap-T, nearly 4 % decreases in median size were observed. These results conclude that the introduction of flap structure reduced the quantity of coarser particles in the overflowed debris flow mass whereas the dam without flap shows increase in coarser particles in the overflowed mass which is undesirable for the impact on the downstream. Also, for the dam with no flap structure, the median size of particles (d50) of captured debris mass decreased by nearly 3 % compared to median grain size of the generated debris flow. But, in the case of the dam with flap-T, nearly 3 % increases in median size were observed. The decrease in captured median size of particles for the dam with no flap showed capturing finer particles and let the coarser particles through the overflow mass whereas increase in captured median grain diameter in the case of flap-T dam revealed capturing coarser particles and let the finer particles through the overflowed mass. In summary, the above results shows that the flap-T type is more efficient in capturing coarser particles of debris flow than the dam with no flap which reflects a very important characteristics and reason behind the introduction of flap structure.

(2) In the case of bed sediment B: for the dam with both no flap and with flap, the median size of particles (d50) of overflow debris mass increased by nearly 17 % and 5 % compared to median grain size of the generated debris flow. Even though, in both cases, the increase in median grain diameters were observed but still we can conclude that the flap structure will let pass through less coarser particles as overflow mass than the dam with no flap case. It means that, still the flap structure is more efficient in capturing coarser particles. Also, for the dam with both no flap and with flap structure, the median size of particles (d50) of captured debris mass
decreased by nearly 3 % and 1.5 % respectively compared to median grain size of the generated debris flow. Although, in both the cases, the decrease in median grain diameters were observed but the decrease in the value for the flap structure clearly shows that still the flap structure capture more coarser particles whereas the dam without flap structure captures more finer particles. In summary, the above results again show the supremacy of the dam with flap in comparison to dam without flap.

### 4.4.4 Vertical Distribution of Total Pressure

To estimate the safety of flap structure, the vertical distributions of total pressure for three dams under the two different bed sediments condition are investigated. Table 4.1 shows the experimental conditions and is taken as plan-1 for vertical distribution of total pressure.

Table 4.9 compares the test results on the average of maximum total pressure values by plan-1. Proposed closed dams are the extension of a typical dam with flap installed at the top. But, this might be vulnerable to accidental bumps due to the uplift pressure. In order to check the uplift pressure, sensor D was installed within the flap. The results obtained by comparing the total pressure and uplift pressure are summarized as below:

1. In the case of sediment A: the uplift pressure of the flap-R dam has increased by nearly 3 times in comparison to other types. The reason for this increase is that the rectangular type has to absorb all of the uplift pressure directly while the flap-T type has more smooth control due to its shape and the typical type has no flap at all.

2. In the case of sediment B: even if the main total pressures due to the impact collision are very similar by the value of sensor A, the values of uplift pressure for the flap-R type have increased by nearly 35 times in comparison to other types. So the flap-T type is still efficient in comparison to the flap-R type regarding uplift pressure. Therefore, the flap-T type can more

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensor</th>
<th>Sediment A</th>
<th>Sediment B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Without</td>
<td>Flap-R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>20.014</td>
<td>22.880</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>3.003</td>
<td>3.891</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>2.689</td>
<td>7.645</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
effectively control the uplift pressure than the flap-R type due to generation of the reflected flow. Even if both flap types were shocked by the uplift pressure, it shows that the newly designed check dam with flap has the advantage of changing the dynamic pressure compared to the dam without flap due to generation of the reflected flow.

Figure 4.17 shows the trend line of vertical distribution of total pressure using the average of maximum values for the three dams (as shown in dotted line) and the trend line (as shown in black line) without the uplift pressure for both dams (i.e. flap-R and flap-T dams by the sensor D) are estimated by following relation:

\[ x = Me^{Ny} \]  (4.8)

where \( x \): total pressure, \( y \): height of dam, and \( M \) and \( N \) are constant coefficients. The results obtained by comparing the trend line of vertical distributions are summarized below:

In the case of sediment A and B, all dam types show a similar trend of vertical distribution of total pressure. However, the flap-R dam shows two patterns regarding the vertical distribution of total pressure (i.e. the first pattern is decrease from bottom to below the flap part; the second pattern is rapid increase at the flap part due to the uplift pressure). This is because the flap-R type has to absorb all of the uplift pressure directly. So, it shows the effectiveness of adding the rectangular flap to the conventional dam. But the flap-T shows a similar trend to the dam without flap due to the fact that it has a smooth control of the pressure because of its shape. So, the pressure calculation while designing the sabo dam with flap-T does not require any different approach to that of the without flap dam but the flap-R does require a different approach for the consideration of uplift force.

![Figure 4.17 Vertical distribution of total pressure for three dams](image-url)
4.4.5 Force Behaviour of Debris Flow

The force behaviour of debris flow can be classified into three stages. The maximum total pressure will occur due to the impact force (by the collision) when debris flow just reaches the sabo dam at first. Secondly, both the dynamic and static applying condition will occur due to moving debris flow. Finally, the static applying condition will occur due to the static pressure when debris flow is deposited on the front of the sabo dam. Photo 4.7 as the case of the flap-R dam shows the movement of debris flow due to the main forces for each stage condition.

Without force (initial condition)               1\(^{\text{st}}\) stage (impact collision)

\[\text{Photo 4.7 Movement of debris flow due to main forces with bed sediment B (Flap-R dam)}\]

2\(^{\text{nd}}\) stage (dynamic and static)                  3\(^{\text{rd}}\) stage (static)

Figure 4.18 shows the variation of total pressure due to the main applying force with time. The debris flow in front of the dams became strongly turbulent due to the impact (1\(^{\text{st}}\) stage), dynamic (2\(^{\text{nd}}\) stage) and static (3\(^{\text{rd}}\) stage) forces that are shown by the sharp increase in the value in the graph shown in the figure. After the debris flow stopped, the static pressure was the main force since the debris mass has deposited in front of the dams and the depth of water has increased.
4.4.6 Impact Pressure and Velocity

To clarify the impact pressure due to the impact collision, parameters such as total pressure, approaching velocity and depth are observed during experiment. In the experiments, the data were obtained from the 10 times repeated experiments under the same hydraulic conditions with plan-2 (Table 4.1 shows the experimental conditions).

Since plan-2 consists of sensor installation at the bottom part only, the results are extraneous as to dam shape but the values are directly connected to the bed sediments.

*lower quartile: split lowest 25% of data (= 25\textsuperscript{th} percentile)
*upper quartile: splits highest 25% of data, or lowest 75% (=75\textsuperscript{th} percentile)
Therefore, this experiment can obtain four values of the total pressure per one case and averages of the maximum values observed are used for the data analysis. Also, the box plot method of data analysis is performed as shown in Figure 4.19.

Table 4.10 shows the test results for the averaged total pressure and surface velocity of debris flow under the two bed sediments. It shows that there are almost similar values of the average total pressures and velocities in the case of both bed sediments. However, in the case of bed sediment B, the maximum total pressure value has increased by nearly 1.3 times and Q1 (lower quartile) and Q3 (upper quartile) values have also increased by 1.2 times in comparison to sediment A. This should not be ignored. The reason for this increase is that the amount of large particles in the composition of sediment B is more than that of sediment A and maximum pressure is the result of sudden impact by the large particles. From this result, it is concluded that the maximum total pressure generated by debris flow is not proportional to the amount of debris flow, but strongly depends on the particle size distribution of debris flow. In addition, the results reveal that the colliding total pressure is different in all three types of dam although all the influencing parameters as described by Hu et al. (2011) such as generation pattern, initial sediment size, properties and volume, impact angle etc. are similar. The reason for this is due to the contact area of the sediment particles with the sensor. So the contact area of the different particles should be one of the important parameters when deciding impact pressure on the dam.

Table 4.10 Results of the total pressure and surface velocity

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sediment A</th>
<th></th>
<th>Sediment B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total pressure (kPa)</td>
<td>Surface velocity (m/sec)</td>
<td>Total pressure (kPa)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q1</td>
<td>19.176</td>
<td>1.151</td>
<td>23.940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median</td>
<td>37.621</td>
<td>1.231</td>
<td>33.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q3</td>
<td>59.136</td>
<td>1.272</td>
<td>73.477</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IQ range</td>
<td>39.961</td>
<td>0.120</td>
<td>49.538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>42.415</td>
<td>1.218</td>
<td>43.512</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max</td>
<td>88.255</td>
<td>1.333</td>
<td>117.644</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Q1: Lower quartile
*Q3: Upper quartile
*IQ Range: Range of Q1–Q3
4.4.7 Impact Model of Debris Flow

Pressure is the force on an object that is spread over a surface area. The equation for pressure is the force divided by the area where the force is applied. Although this measurement is straightforward when a solid is pushing on a solid, the case of a solid pushing on a liquid or gas requires that the fluid be confined in a container. The force can also be created by the weight of an object. When we apply a force to a solid object, the pressure is defined as the applied force divided by the area of application. The equation for pressure is:

\[
P = \frac{F}{A}
\] (4.9)

where \(P\) = the total pressure, \(F\) = the applied force, and \(A\) = the surface area where the force is applied. In this experiment, the total pressure from debris flow was measured by the dynamic pressure sensor. To calculate the applied force (i.e. impact force due to the collision) by Eq. (4.9), we have to estimate the actual contact area. But it is very difficult to obtain the actual contact area. So, in this study, the sensor area is considered as the actual contact area (\(A = 0.2826 \text{ cm}^2\)). Likewise, Scheidl et al. (2012) also estimated the peak forces by multiplying measured pressure by the sensor contact area. To calculate the force of debris flow by Eqs. (4.3) and (4.5), various parameters such as the density of debris flow, the approaching surface velocity of debris flow, the flow depth, the discharge of debris flow, and the radius of the boulder are required. The approaching surface velocity of debris flow is obtained from the experiments by measurement from the high-speed camera. However, the flow depth is taken as average of 10 values of measurement of flow depth (= 2.0 cm), the radius of the boulder is obtained from the value of \(d_{\text{max}}\) from particle size distribution curves of gravel, and the discharge of debris flow was calculated from the channel geometry, approaching surface velocity, and depth of debris flow. Since the exact size of the colliding particles of debris flow (since it consists of variety of particle sizes) changes with time and the debris flow is accumulated with the large boulders at the front part of the flow, so for simplicity the maximum size of the particle is adopted for the calculations (i.e. 0.5 cm for sediment A and 0.6 cm for sediment B, refer Table 4.4). Finally, the density of debris flow is very difficult to measure in the flow through the experiment. So, the density of debris flow is calculated using an equilibrium sediment concentration equation. The equilibrium sediment concentration (Eq. 4.10) and the mixture density of debris flow (Eq. 4.11) are described as follows: According to Nakagawa et al. 2003, if a stony debris flow occurs (\(\tan \theta_w > 0.138\)), then
\[
C_\infty = \frac{\rho \tan \theta_w}{(\sigma / \rho - 1)(\tan \phi - \tan \theta_w)} 
\]

(4.10)

\[
\rho_d = \sigma C + \rho(1-C) 
\]

(4.11)

where \(\rho\) = the density of water, \(\theta_w\) = the water surface slope, \(\sigma\) = the density of sediment particle, \(\phi\) = the internal friction angle of the sediment, \(\rho_d\) = the mixture density of debris flow, and \(C\) = the sediment concentration of debris flow. The equilibrium sediment concentration is taken as 1.866 g/cm\(^3\) calculated by Eq. (4.10) using the value of the density of sediment particles and water as 2.65 and 1 g/cm\(^3\), respectively. The water surface slope is taken as 18° equivalent to the flume slope, and the angle of internal friction of the sediment is assumed as 35°. The results of impact force calculated using equations (4.3), (4.5) and (4.9) are shown in Table 4.11. This table shows the calculated applied force (i.e. due to the impact collision) of debris flow with different impact models for bed sediments A and B. The parameters of the equations are measured from the experiments under the same hydraulic conditions with plan-2 performing experiment 10 times. The maximum, minimum and average values for equations (4.3) and (4.5) in the table means the impact force is calculated using maximum, minimum and average flow velocities in 10 experiments while for equation (4.9) those values are calculated using maximum, minimum and average measured total pressure.

Furthermore, Table 12 shows a comparison of the empirical coefficients (i.e. pressure and force) used in both hydrodynamic and solid collision models with the experimentally obtained value from this study. The result shows the new range of values regarding the use of the equations of both models (i.e. hydrodynamic and solid collision model). The result from the experiment reveals that the values of \(k_p\) (i.e. coefficient of impact pressure) as proposed by other researchers are relatively smaller for the hydrodynamic model, but the values of \(k_f\) (i.e. coefficient of impact force) are larger for the solid collision model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sediment A</th>
<th></th>
<th>Sediment B</th>
<th></th>
<th>Sediment A</th>
<th></th>
<th>Sediment B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Eq. (4.3)</td>
<td>Eq. (4.5)</td>
<td>Eq. (4.9)</td>
<td></td>
<td>Eq. (4.3)</td>
<td>Eq. (4.5)</td>
<td>Eq. (4.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Max.</td>
<td>6.632</td>
<td>1.701</td>
<td>2.494</td>
<td></td>
<td>8.944</td>
<td>2.931</td>
<td>3.325</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min.</td>
<td>4.649</td>
<td>1.375</td>
<td>0.425</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.891</td>
<td>1.779</td>
<td>0.591</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avg.</td>
<td>5.560</td>
<td>1.528</td>
<td>1.199</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.860</td>
<td>2.259</td>
<td>1.230</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parameters</td>
<td>(\rho_d, v, Q)</td>
<td>(v, R)</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td>(\rho_d, v, Q)</td>
<td>(v, R)</td>
<td>(A)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
coefficient of impact force) as proposed by other researchers are comparatively higher for both the hydrodynamic and solid collision models.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Empirical coefficient</th>
<th>Sediment A</th>
<th>Sediment B</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$k_p$ by Eq. (4.2)</td>
<td>In this study Bugnion et al. (2001)</td>
<td>0.1~0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_f$ by Eq. (4.3)</td>
<td>In this study Yamamoto et al. (1998)</td>
<td>5.5* (1.9~11.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$k_f$ by Eq. (4.5)</td>
<td>In this study Mizuyama (1979)</td>
<td>1.8* (0.6~4.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

( ): Range value from experimental data
*: Average value

4.5 Summary

In all the experiments, the effects of sabo structures, with emphasis in the sabo dams, the parameters such as the flow pattern, the surface velocity between the debris flow and clear water, the total pressure and the uplift pressure, mass ratio of debris, and median grain diameter were measured to compare the function of each sabo dam under the two different bed sediments. The empirical coefficients of the hydrodynamic and solid collision models are also determined and compared with available values of those coefficients. Furthermore, the characteristic of debris flow and proposed dams are confirmed due to the experiments. The experimental data analyses lead to the following conclusions:

1. From the experimental results, although the flow pattern and the approaching velocity are very similar, the total pressure is entirely different in both flow cases. This is due to the fact that the debris flow has high energy in the front part of the flow, more than clear fluid flow because of large boulders accumulation at the front.

2. The proposed closed-type sabo dams with flap structure can reduce the quantity of spray transportation more efficiently than the dam without flap (i.e. typical type).
3. Flap-T type (triangle type) can control the uplift pressure more effectively than flap-R type (rectangular type) due to the generated reflected flow and is more efficient to capture large debris mass than the dam without flap (i.e. typical type). Even if both flap types were shocked by the uplift pressure, it was shown that the newly designed check dam with flap has the advantage of changing the dynamic pressure compared to the dam without flap due to reflection. Moreover, the triangular flap shows a similar trend like the dam without flap because it has smooth control of the pressure due to its shape. So, the pressure calculation while designing the sabo dam with flap-T does not require any different approach to that of the without flap dam but the flap-R does require a different approach for the consideration of uplift force. Therefore, the triangular flap structure is more suitable than the rectangular shape for actual application.

4. The results of mass ratio of debris indicate that the similar quantity of debris flow was generated during the experiment. For the dams of without flap and with flap-T, the recorded values of the actual generation of debris flow were 38% for sediment A and sediment B cases, respectively. From this result, it is concluded that the experiments revealed very good reproducibility of the tests, giving confidence in the results obtained by the applied generation method of debris flow.

5. From the results of the median grain diameter, it is concluded that, in the case of sediment A for the dam with no flap structure, the median size of particles (d_{50}) of overflow debris mass increased by nearly 11% compared to median grain size of the generated debris flow. But, for the dam with flap-T, nearly 4% decreases in median size were observed. These results reveal that the introduction of flap structure reduced the quantity of coarser particles in the overflowed debris flow mass whereas the dam without flap shows increase in coarser particles in the overflowed mass which is undesirable for the impact on the downstream. Therefore the flap-T type is more efficient in capturing coarser particles of debris flow than the dam with no flap which reflects a very important characteristics and reason behind the introduction of flap structure.

6. The force behaviour of debris flow can be classified into the three steps due to the main applied force (i.e. impact force, dynamic and static force, and static force).

7. The empirical coefficients were estimated by the hydrodynamic and the solid collision models from the experimental results. The result from the experiment reveals that the values of \( k_p \) (i.e. coefficient of impact pressure) as proposed by other researchers are
relatively smaller value for the hydrodynamic model but the value of \( k_f \) (i.e. coefficient of impact force) is comparatively higher for both the hydrodynamic and solid collision models.

8. The maximum of total pressure generated by debris flow is not proportional to the amount of debris flow, but depends strongly on the particle size distribution of debris flow. Besides, the contact area of the different particles should be one of the important parameters when deciding impact pressure to the dam.

This study was carried out with the stony debris flow, but the case of mud debris flow proves equally applicable. The reason is that the mud debris flow is easy to generate and does not consist of larger particles compared to the stony debris flow. Also, the flap structure should build monolithically with main dam structure to correlate this research results.
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CHAPTER 5

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1 General

Sediment-related disasters caused by localized torrential downpours, earthquakes, volcanic eruptions, and so on occur frequently every year, and they account for nearly half of the total human casualties from natural disasters. A sediment disaster is not as large as an earthquake, flood, storm surge or tsunami, but its threat to human lives is very high because it can occur in multiple locations simultaneously. Therefore, it is important to mitigate damage by establishing effective structural and non-structural measures.

In this study, the most effective and available methods to reduce sediment-related disasters caused by a debris flow were investigated using numerical simulation and experimental approaches. First, as the existing structure (debris-flow breaker), a numerical model was developed to simulate the debris-flow breaker. In addition, to clarify the hydrodynamic characteristics of debris-flow breakers where erosion and deposition coexists which has not been defined by existing research, the interaction considering the change in pore water pressure was conducted by both the experimental and numerical simulation. Second, as the new type of sabo dams, a closed-type sabo dam with a flap structure is proposed to clarify the characteristics of proposed dams in comparison with the typical dam as well as reveal their functions. The conclusions based on the studied cases are to be interpreted within this context. These conclusions are summarized in the following section. The final section gives some recommendations for implementation and future research.
5.2 Conclusions

The results of the present study have been extensively assessed and have been discussed in the previous chapters. In the following, the most important conclusions are summarized.

5.2.1 Debris-Flow Breaker

The main function of a debris-flow breaker is effectively stopping the front part of a debris flow. These structures have the advantage not only to dampen the energy of the frontal part of a debris flow, but also to create a suitable narrow or wider area, cost-efficient, simply designed, easily repaired, and maintained structure. Likewise, these structures have many features. However, the mechanism of the debris-flow breaker has not been explained. Therefore, in this research, fundamental experiments and numerical simulations were conducted to investigate the mechanism of the debris-flow breaker.

To judge the optimal parameters of the debris-flow breaker, the understanding of the behavior and mechanisms of the debris flow were needed. Since the characteristics of debris flows would be changed due to the geographic environment of the occurrence area and various contributing factors, but for the current study, the mechanism between the opening size and blocking size (an influencing physical factor) under the different bed sediments were analyzed to understand clearly the hydraulic characteristics of the debris-flow breaker.

The experiments were carried out in the fixed bed condition, in which the debris flow depositions (due to the change in pore water pressure at the debris-flow breaker) were analyzed. In all the experiments, the configurations of a debris-flow breaker, with emphasis on the permeability dam types, and the parameters, such as the flow pattern (formation process) between the bed slopes of the flood basin, thickness of debris, total and sediment discharges, and sediment concentration were measured to compare the function of each condition of the breaker, and the phenomena of the separation flow on the debris-flow breaker under the three different bed sediments were analyzed as well.

To clarify the hydraulic characteristics of debris flows on the debris-flow breaker, a numerical simulation for debris-flow breaker was developed and analyzed the mechanism and interaction between the opening and blocking areas. The simulated results of the outflow discharge, sediment concentration, travel length, and deposit thickness are in good agreement with the experimental results. In addition, the ranges of the debris-flow breaker parameters such as opening and blocking sizes for the design of structural elements of debris-flow breaker are
5.2.2 Closed-Type Sabo Dam with a Flap

The objectives of this study are to analyze the working principle of the proposed closed-type dams with a flap over dams without a flap, to propose the best suitable type based on their characteristics, and to determine the empirical coefficients of the hydrodynamic and solid collision model. Three types of closed-type dams were tested experimentally for the debris flow case and only two types (without and with flap-R structures) were considered for the upstream dam-break case with clear water. Experiments were conducted to investigate the total pressure (combination of impact due to the collision, static, and dynamic pressures) of both flows under the conditions of typical closed-type dams and those with a flap. Furthermore, observations of the load behavior of debris flows, the velocity, the average of the maximum total pressures, the uplift pressure due to the impact collision, the vertical distribution of the total pressure on the dams and the ability of the proposed dam to sustain such forces, were also discussed.

From the experimental results, although the flow pattern and the approaching velocity were very similar, the total pressure was entirely different in both flow cases. This is due to the debris flow having a higher energy in the front part of the flow, with more than clear fluid in the flow because of large boulders accumulating at the front. The proposed closed-type sabo dams with a flap structure can reduce the quantity of spray transportation more efficiently than the dam without a flap (typical type). Flap-T types (triangle type) can control the uplift pressure more effectively than flap-R types (rectangular type) due to the generated reflected flow and are more efficient at capturing large coarser particles than the dams without a flap (typical type). Moreover, the flap-T type shows a trend similar to the dam without a flap because it has smooth control of the pressure due to its shape. Thus, the pressure calculation while designing the sabo dam with a flap-T does not require any different approach than that without a flap, but the flap-R does require a different approach for the consideration of uplift force. Therefore, the triangular flap structure is more suitable than the rectangular shape for actual application. Furthermore, the force behavior of debris flows can be classified into the three steps due to the main applied force (impact force, dynamic and static force, and static force), and the empirical coefficients were estimated by the hydrodynamic and the solid collision models from the experimental results. The proposed dam can be used to investigate the preventive measures of debris flow disasters by combining structural and non-structural countermeasures.
5.3 Recommendations for Future researches

Future work is required to improve the performance of the model. The recommendations for future researches are discussed as follows:

1. The verification and calibration of the numerical models are of crucial importance before the models can be used to solve problems in actual fields. In the dissertation, the main function of the models has been verified within a limited field and laboratory data. More verifications and calibrations are suggested, including: (a) Verification of the debris flow model with the debris-flow breaker; (b) Verification of the 3-D morphological model with both passage of a fine fraction of deposited sediments and outflow discharge from the pore of the debris-flow breaker; and (c) Verification of the deposition process with separation at the debris-flow breaker.

2. Although the proposed model of the debris-flow breaker is duly verified with the experimental results. But the application of the model to real field cases needs to be conducted to examine the applicability of this model. It is also necessary to investigate the effectiveness of proposed sabo dams for debris flow control in a river basin scale.

3. A two-dimensional numerical model of debris flow was developed with the combination of two boundary conditions (surface and bottom boundary on the bed and on the debris-flow breaker). In particular, in this study, type-QS was used for debris flow generation. The experimental event of debris flow will be finished in a short time due to the generation method of type-QS. However, the reality of the situation is that the events of debris flows have continuous flow conditions. Therefore, it is also necessary to check the applicability of the model with actual field cases. Thus, in the present study, the similarity of the debris flow to the actual one is not considered, which will be necessary to investigate.

4. The simulated value seems to exceed the experimental value for most of the cases of the debris-flow breaker model. This is due to the fact that the simulations were not considering the passage of a fine fraction of deposited sediments from the pore of the debris-flow breaker. Therefore, by considering the effect of the passage of a fine fraction of deposited sediments, we can get better results than the current results. So, the model should be modified considering separation at debris-flow breaker.
5. In this study for the analysis of functions of debris flow breaker, the static change in pore water pressure was considered for simplicity but the dynamic nature of pore water pressure should also be considered for future studies.

6. From the experimental and numerical results, the relationships of the reduction rates were estimated by several parameters, but these relationships are limited for the experimental conditions and few diverse conditions only. Therefore, it is necessary to develop more diverse conditions to refine the suggested parameters of the debris-flow breakers for realistic analysis.

7. Proposed new type sabo dam with a flap, in the experiments for calibration of the sensor were conducted in comparison with hydrostatic pressure only although the company claims the instrument is well suited for dynamic case, but actual debris flows are a dynamic flow condition and need to be verified. In addition, the sensor needs to be calibrated for various sediment particles because of the nature of debris flows i.e., it is composed of various sediment particles.

8. In addition, the flap structure, in this study, is treated as monolithic with the main dam structure and the results are found with this assumption, but there will be the possibility to perform more studies without considering monolithic assumptions between the flaps and the main dam body.

9. Although the present studies mainly focused on only one proposed sabo dam with flap structure but future researches should be performed on series of such dams to analyses the hydraulic phenomena associated with the new arrangement. In the real world also only one sabo dam is not sufficient or more than one sabo dam is installed in most vulnerable areas. The new analysis for series of dam and the associated numerical model will be good new research topics for future researchers.

10. The three-dimensional numerical calculation is still very difficult since the mechanism of debris flow is very complex in comparison with the clear fluid due to the composition of various particle sizes and water. Till now, many researchers used the depth-averaged models. In order to establish more effectively the structural measures to mitigate the sediment-related disasters, it will require the development of a 3-D numerical model.
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